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ABSTRACT
College Algebra is a gatekeeper course that serves as an obstacle for many students
pursuing STEM careers. Lack of success in this course could be a key reason why the United
States lags behind other industrialized countries in the number of students graduating with STEM
majors and joining the STEM workforce. Of the many topics presented in College Algebra that
pose problems, students often have particular difficulty with the application of systems of
equations in the form of word problems. The present study aims to identify the factors associated
with success and failure on systems of equations word problems. The goal was to identify the
factors that remained significant predictors of success in order to build a theory to explain why
some students are successful and other have difficulty. Using the Opportunity-Propensity Model
of Byrnes and colleagues as the theoretical guide (e.g., Byrnes & Miller-Cotto, 2016), the
following questions set the groundwork for the current study: (1) To what extent do antecedent

(gender, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and university) and propensity factors
(mathematical calculation ability, mathematics anxiety, self-regulation, motivation, and
ESL) individually and collectively predict success with systems of equations word
problems in College Algebra students, and (2) How do these factors relate to each other?
Bivariate correlations and hierarchical multiple regression were used to examine the
relationships between the factors and word problem set-up as well as correct completion
of the word problems presented. Results indicated after all variables were entered,
calculation ability, self-regulation as determined by homework score, and anxiety were
the only factors to remain significant predictors of student performance on both levels.
All other factors either failed to enter as significant predictors or dropped out when the
complete set had been entered. Reasons for this pattern of results are discussed, as are
suggestions for future research to confirm and extend these findings.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Problem
There is a national deficit in the United States in science, technology, and
engineering (STEM) fields compared to other nations and compared to years past
(Science and Engineering Indicators, 2012; Snyder & Dillow, 2011). A national deficit
in STEM negatively affects the nation’s resources in medical and science fields depriving
future generations of the potential lifesaving innovations and discoveries that could have
been made by the students who opted instead for more attainable non-mathematical or
scientific fields. To reverse this trend, it is imperative that researchers conduct studies
examining reasons for the decline that may operate at different points along the
“pipeline” that begins in elementary school and ends in college. College Algebra
specifically is a ‘gatekeeper’ course in the sense that failure in this course prevents many
students from going into STEM majors and careers. As such, factors affecting success in
this course should be a major focus of researchers. Although there are potentially a
number of factors influencing student success in college algebra, one key factor could be
their difficulty mastering word problems (WP).
WPs, also known as application problems, account for a critical piece of
mathematics curricula in both elementary and secondary education (Fuchs et al., 2006)
and College Algebra courses. While a ‘traditional’ mathematics problem (i.e.,
computation or calculation problem) is presented using mathematical notation (e.g., +, -,
×, ÷, =) and already set up to find a solution, a WP is presented using text requiring the
students to create a symbolic representation prior to solving. This process includes
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identifying the given and missing information as well as, the relationships between them,
creating a mathematical model, and finding a solution (Fuchs et al., 2008; Fung, Swanson
& Orosco, 2014; Tolar et al., 2012). Solving word or application problems is found to
initiate real-world knowledge and assist in problem solving (Baranes et al., 1989;
Carraher, Carraher, & Schliemann, 1987; Hall et al., 1989; Hudson, 1983). This ability
to think critically and problem solve is requisite in many careers. Unfortunately, this is
an area of mathematics students of all ages struggle with (Verschaffel & De Corte, 1993).
Although some errors in WPs can be attributed to computational error, it is not a solitary
source of failure (De Corte & Verschaffel, 1985; Knifong & Holtan, 1976).
An influx of research regarding factors related to mathematical achievement,
specifically WPs, has illuminated additional potential causes of poor WP solving.
Unfortunately, with researchers often focusing on one primary factor, they neglect other
possible significant contributors. The current literature has yet to give an exhaustive
explanation of the causes of poor success with WP solving. Without a full understanding
of why students continue to struggle with WPs, the interventions made to remedy the
issue remain limited and potentially ineffective. Therefore, without a better
understanding of the factors related to WP solving, students’ failure in this critical area of
mathematics will persist into college or further. As noted earlier, this misunderstanding
persisting into College may cause students who would otherwise pursue a STEM major
to switch, thus depriving the nation of their contribution to the field.
Purpose
The current study seeks to examine two major aspects of WP solving. The first
looks at the effect of a large set of factors on algebraic WP solving. While many
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researchers have examined the effect of these factors on WP solving, they usually have
focused on only one or few factors. Although the findings from these studies are
informative, they neglect the complexity of WP solutions and could overestimate the
predictive power of each factor. This is particularly a problem for closely related factors
such as reading comprehension and working memory, or mathematics anxiety and
motivation. If only one factor of such pairs is used as a predictor, the unique explained
variance for this factor would be higher than if both factors were entered. Moreover, the
single predictor approach would also not allow a consideration of the joint effect of both
factors together. By examining more factors at once, the intricacies of WPs and their
relationships to other factors are better revealed.
The second aspect focuses on the relationship and interactions between the factors
themselves. By looking at the relationships between the factors, the researcher gains a
better understanding of whether certain factors are more closely related than are others.
This enables future research of interventions to be better informed as to which factors
should be included in an intervention to yield increased improvement with minimal time
and effort.
The current study is an examination of antecedent (e.g., gender, race/ethnicity,
socioeconomic status) and propensity factors (e.g., motivation, prior knowledge, working
memory) that may contribute to student success in WP solving. Byrnes’ (2003, 2007,
2009) Opportunity-Propensity Model (O-P Model) serves as a way to examine each
factor’s relationship to WP solving as well as the factors’ relations to one another. By
better understanding the problems faced by students when solving high school level WPs
in college, more effective forms of intervention can be created to target these difficulties.
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The decision to examine the performance of college students in the present study reflects
the fact that it is useful to begin at the end point of a developmental process to see what
students lack. From there, researchers can work backwards to form interventions at
various grade levels to diminish the failure rate in algebra courses with WPs specifically.
Eventually similar exploratory research could be applied to varying mathematical topics
to create more interventions. An increased mathematical understanding may lead to
higher pass rates and thus more students choosing/persisting in STEM majors.
Research Questions
The research questions to be explored in the current study are: (1) To what extent
do antecedent (gender, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and university) and
propensity factors (mathematical calculation ability, mathematics anxiety, self-regulation,
motivation, and ESL) individually and collectively predict success with systems of
equations word problems in College Algebra students, and (2) How do these factors
relate to each other?
Significance of Study
The current study contributes to the mathematical education and learning
communities. Mathematics is one of the foundational skills requisite for those going into
Science, Technology, Engineering, and/or Mathematics (STEM) careers; however,
students with insufficient mathematics skills are inhibited in their pursuit of these careers
(Chen, 2009; Matthews & Farmer, 2008). Algebra specifically is known as a ‘gatekeeper
course’ for those pursuing majors in STEM. The successful solution of algebraic WPs is
a major component of secondary school algebra and College Algebra courses, predictive
of later salary (Every Child a Chance Trust, 2009; Murnane, Willett, Braatz, &
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Duhaldeborde, 2001), and, yet, a debilitating topic for many students of varying age
(Kutner, Greenberg, & Baer, 2005; Phillips, 2007). A large number of students are
unable to master the material in high school and are forced to revisit the concepts in
college, showing a lack of algebraic understanding. Therefore, there is a need for
research in the realm of algebraic WP solving in college algebra to examine what factors
are contributing to this particular population’s persistent misunderstanding of such a
crucial section of algebra.
Additionally, since students vary in all manner of ways (e.g., gender,
race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, prior knowledge, and motivation) it is inaccurate to
assume that all students learn and process WPs, algebra, or even mathematics in the same
manner. In order to eventually create better instructional techniques, curriculum, or
interventions to address the WP deficit, the multifaceted student must be examined as
such. It is crucial that the varying aspects that make up a student are examined to find
what about them contributes most to their understanding and execution of algebraic WPs.
Finally, by addressing the insufficiencies regarding algebraic WPs, future
interventions based on the current study may potentially cause an improvement in the
current underrepresentation of racial/ethnic minorities or females in STEM careers
(Babco & Bell, 2004; NSF, 2013; Xie & Shauman, 2003). A positive intervention, such
as a teacher incorporating reading comprehension skill builders, could cause for an
increase in the lowered number of Americans to pursue STEM careers (Snyder & Dillow,
2011). By identifying possible predictive factors college, high school, middle school, or
even elementary school teachers could intervene in the area of mathematics in ways to
prevent the WP failure later on.
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The population avoiding STEM careers are an untapped resource that could
potentially be making contributions in the STEM community. WPs could be the section
of algebra holding back students that would otherwise go into a STEM major/career. By
increasing the understanding of what relates to WP solving researchers are better
equipped to intervene. Potential effects include, but are not limited to, an increased
number of students in STEM majors, and increase number of individuals in STEM
careers, and an increase in contributions to the STEM field.
Definition of Terms
Having provided an overview of the motivation for the proposed study, this
chapter ends with the common practice of providing a list of the key theoretical terms to
be appear in subsequent chapters for handy reference:
o Antecedent factors are factors that “enable or explain the emergence of
opportunities to learn or propensities” (e.g., socioeconomic status; Byrnes &
Miller, 2007, p. 601).
o Mathematics anxiety is a feeling of fear, strain, worry, or nervousness that inhibits
mathematics performance (Ashcraft, 2002; Hembree, 1990; Lewis, 1970). It can
induce avoidance behaviors and inhibit mathematics related problem solving in
not only academic situations but also ordinary life (Ashcraft, 2002; Richardson &
Suinn, 1972; Vahedi & Farrokhi, 2011; Vukovic, Roberts, & Wright, 2013).
o Motivation is why an individual thinks and behaves in a particular way (Graham
& Weiner, 1992; Weiner, 1996),
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o Opportunity (from the Opportunity-Propensity Model) refers to aspects of
learning contexts that promote learning such as content exposure and instructional
approach (Byrnes & Miller, 2007).
o Propensity (from the Opportunity-Propensity Model) is a student’s ability and
willingness to take advantage of opportunities presented (e.g., value,
computational skills, etc.; Byrnes & Miller, 2007).
o Self-efficacy is a person’s beliefs about their ability or capability to perform a
particular task (Akinsola & Awofala, 2009; Bandura, 1986, 1997; Galla & Wood,
2012).
o Socioeconomic status (SES) is a hierarchical ranking of an individual or family
unit according to access or control of wealth, power, and/or social status
composed of three main indicators: parental income, parental education, and
parental occupation (Mueller & Parcel, 1981). Stereotype Threat is a discomfort
individuals may feel when at risk of confirming a negative stereotype associated
with their group; the fear that they could be seen (by themselves or others) in a
way that would confirm the stereotype (Aronson, Quinn, & Spencer, 1998; Steele,
1999).
o Self-regulation is the self-generated management and continuous adaptation of
thoughts, emotions, actions, and attention for the purpose of attaining personal
goals (Blair, Ursache, Greenberg, & Vernon-Feagans, 2014; Cleary & Chen,
2009; Zimmerman, 1989, 2000).
o Working memory (WM) is the limited processing resource that is involved with
the conservation of information whilst instantaneously processing other
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information (Just & Carpenter, 1992; Swanson & Kim, 2007) comprised of
visual-spatial and verbal components and possessing domain specific abilities
(Andersson & Lyxell, 2007; Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004;
Knops, Nuerk, Fimm, Vohn, & Willmes, 2006; Libertus et al., 2009; Swanson,
2006; Zheng, Swanson, & Marcoulides, 2011).
Organization
The current chapter expounded the problem with WPs, the purpose of the current
study, the research questions, the significance of the study, and the definitions of terms to
be used. Chapter 2 consists of an examination of the O-P Model as a theoretical
framework for the current study, a comprehensive review of the current literature on
factors related to WP solving, a synthesis of the gaps in the literature, and concludes with
the current research questions. Chapter 3 proceeds with a detailed explanation of the
methodology and statistical analysis planned for the current study. Measures discussed in
Chapter 3 can be found in the Appendix following the references. Chapter 4 outlines the
results found of the correlation and hierarchical multiple regressions conducted using the
data collected. Finally, in Chapter 5 the findings are discussed along with future
implications and limitations.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
National Deficit
The United States trails behind many other industrialized countries in
mathematics and science achievement. According to the results of the 2012 Program for
International Student Assessment (PISA), students from 29 industrialized nations
performed better than students from the United States in high school mathematics, and
students from 22 countries performed better in high school science. This STEM deficit
persists into the workforce as well. In 2008, only 4% of U.S. bachelor’s degrees awarded
were in Engineering compared to China’s 31%, while 31% of U.S. bachelor’s degrees
awarded were in science and engineering fields compared to Japan’s 61% and China’s
51% (Science and Engineering Indicators, 2012). With less U.S. students going into
STEM majors, and thus STEM careers, the nation is deprived of the potential
contributions made by these people and will likely fall behind in its leadership role in
technological innovation. Since 1900, most of the economic gains made in the U.S,
derive from technological innovations
There are mainly potential leakage points in the STEM pipeline, but one key point
is College Algebra. College Algebra is what is known as a ‘gatekeeper’ course. The
successful completion of the course is necessary for continuing on in STEM majors.
Unfortunately, students of all ages (primary and post-secondary alike) are having trouble
grasping the concepts presented in algebra courses (Kutner, Greenberg, & Baer, 2005;
Phillips, 2007). At the heart of these conceptual difficulties, is student success in WPs.
WPs are a key component of College Algebra courses highlighting both a conceptual and
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procedural ineptitude amongst college students. In most College Algebra courses,
students encounter word problems as they attempt to master units on linear equations and
systems of equations. Prior research highlights student (success or failure with simple
algebraic WPs (such as equations in one variable; e.g., Nathan & Koedinger, 2000, 2004)
in elementary through secondary school; however, little research braves the complexity
of more sophisticated WPs, such as systems of equations, that are attempted by college
students. There is debate as to whether computation or WPs are more difficult amongst
more simple algebraic WPs; however, there is little debate concerning systems of
equations WPs. This is a topic that causes a larger population distress causing increased
course failure and college major change. This paper continues the examination of
algebraic concepts by focusing specifically on the system of equations applications
portion of the curriculum in order to identify what factors impact student success rate
amongst this crucial topic.
Importance of Word Problems
Mathematics curriculum teaches not only mathematical principles but also critical
thinking through application problems, a skill that is necessary in the workplace. Word
problems in general serve as both a way of assessing students’ problem solving skills and
as predictors of salary and employment as adults (Every Child a Chance Trust, 2009;
Murnane, Willett, Braatz, & Duhaldeborde, 2001). These applications are a primary way
for students to demonstrate, and instructors to assess, critical thinking abilities. Finally,
successful WP understanding and performance is crucial in the successful completion of
algebra courses in both high school and college.
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Fuchs et al. (2015) support the importance of WP solving as “a critical
component of the mathematics curriculum…. [and] navigating the challenges of life
outside of school” (p. 219). Their findings “suggest that the robustness of WP solving as
a predictor [of] school and employment outcomes may be due to the possibility that WPs
simultaneously index mathematics reasoning, computational skills, and TC [text
comprehension]” (p. 219). WPs act as a cross-section of many abilities and serve as an
efficient test of student academic and reasoning ability. For this reason, failure to
demonstrate these skills holds students back. Therefore, the WP portion of mathematics
curricula in all levels of schooling from elementary school to college is crucial to student
success academically and later in life (i.e., post-college).
The success in WP solving in school is one of the closest things educators have to
assessing later success in critical thinking. Unfortunately, Americans are struggling with
both basic mathematics and the real world applications that depend on the knowledge of
mathematical principles and WP strategies (Phillips, 2007). Murnane and Levy (1996)
expound that approximately half of 17-year-old students are unable to do the mathematics
necessary for employment in today’s automobile plants. These deficits in high school
graduates’ abilities leave them unable to be employed at a middle-class salary. These
statistics also demonstrate an important mathematical deficit for those students who
enroll in college.
The potential factors that may cause low WP success also in turn cause national
deficits. This not only limits their career choices but also deprives the nation of potential
contributions that could have been made by these individuals. A decrease in Americans
going into STEM majors—32% in 1994 to 27% in 2003 to 14% in 2008—decreases the
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nation’s domestic resources (Snyder & Dillow, 2011). Although this decrease cannot be
directly linked to WPs specifically, it is related to the area of mathematics, in which WPs
play a significant role. WPs, specifically more complex WPs, serve as a gateway into
both conceptual and procedural understanding of mathematics as they encompass both
the creation of quantitative relationships, number sentences, and computation.
Since WPs are such a complex area, incorporating a multitude of skills both
encompassed in mathematics and outside, they warrant a deeper examination. This
review of the literature regarding performance on WPs with its various factors goes on to
discuss a theoretical framework in which the current study is situated. From there,
factors identified in prior literature that have been found to effect success with WPs are
examined one-by-one using the theoretical framework as a guide. First, an examination
of opportunity factors related to academic achievement are discussed followed by
propensity factors. The propensity factors begin by examining the debated relationship
between basic mathematical computation skills (arithmetic, algorithmic, or algebraic) and
WPs. This is followed by an explanation of how reading comprehension proves to be a
strong predictor of mathematics WP success. From there, impact of working memory is
examined. Research shows a strong connection between anxiety, self-efficacy, and
working memory, which all prove to effect mathematical performance but are rarely
studied with WP solving in mathematics; therefore, the relationship between these
various factors is inspected. The literature on mathematical anxiety and the strong
correlation between mathematics anxiety and mathematical performance is discussed.
The debate on the contribution of motivation to mathematical achievement is then
examined before looking into the antecedent factors (gender, race/ethnicity, etc.)
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correlated with mathematical performance. Finally, the gaps in the current literature
along with potential future research is discussed.
Theoretical Framework
Educational research is segregated into various fields and subject areas.
Researchers within these sects tend to focus their inquiries on their concentrations (e.g.,
motivation, mathematics achievement, reading achievement) and rarely incorporate foci
outside of their own. This inclination limits the number of factors examined within one
study which in turn limits the findings. By only examining a few factors, it is common
for stronger correlations to be reported than there would be were there a more robust
inclusion of predictive factors. This causes falsely high correlations to be reported and
poorly informed decisions to be made by policymakers. Additionally, by excluding
potentially significant factors the field is less likely to understand how the various pieces
fit together (i.e., covariate relationships). By only examining a few factors at a time, we
are unable to measure which factors are more significant across studies. By incorporating
the right factors into one study, these issues are minimized if not eliminated.
There is need for intervention to improve the current deficit in mathematics
achievement; however, in order to intervene in the mathematical education of our
nation’s students, there is a need to understand the problem fully in order to be
sufficiently equipped to fix it. If researchers/practitioners are unaware as to the stem of
the problem in mathematics achievement, then the interventions may fail to address the
problem but rather address a symptom. Reynolds and Walberg (1991) began identifying
predictors of academic achievement using the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) databases and meta-analyses of the current literature of that time. The
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researchers were able to identify three categories predicting achievement, consisting of
nine total factors: (1) student aptitude–attribute factors, consisting of prior achievement,
motivation, and age; (2) instructional factors, consisting of time spent on content and
level suitability for students; and (3) psychological environment factors, consisting of
class, home and peer environment, and mass media exposure. Although Walberg’s ninefactor productivity model is helpful in the identification of constant predictors, it fails to
explain the interaction between the factors, to include factors that have been found to be
strong, or to explain the progression of the factors included.
Byrnes’ Opportunity-Propensity model explains the importance of examining
multiple factors at once, breaks the predictive factors into three categories, and illustrates
their interactions and how they progress (shown in Figure 1; Byrnes & Miller, 2007;
Byrnes & Wasik, 2009).
Byrnes and Miller (2007) break predictive factors down into three categories:
opportunity, propensity, and antecedent factors (a.k.a. distal factors). Propensity refers to
the student’s ability and willingness to take advantage of the opportunities presented
(e.g., value, computational skills, etc.), while opportunity refers to aspects of learning
contexts that promote learning such as content exposure and instructional approach.
Meanwhile, antecedent factors are those that “enable or explain the emergence of
opportunities to learn or propensities” (e.g., socioeconomic status; Byrnes & Miller,
2007, p. 601).
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Figure 2.1. An opportunity-propensity model of achievement from “The Relative
Importance of Predictors of Math and Science Achievement: An Opportunity-Propensity
Analysis” By J. P. Byrnes and D. C. Miller, 2007, Contemporary Educational
Psychology, 32, p. 602.
Byrnes and Miller (2007) explain that the complexity of student achievement
warrants the examination of many variables at once rather than looking at one at a time.
In order to better understand what effects student achievement, one must examine a
multitude of factors to gather a better understanding of the statistical impact of each one.
The researchers examined the opportunity, propensity, and antecedent factors related to
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10th to 12th grade students’ mathematics and science achievement. Hierarchical
regression analysis and structural equation modeling revealed that, for mathematics,
80.4% of the variance could be accounted for using the included opportunity, propensity,
and antecedent factors. The percent for antecedent, opportunity, and propensity were
41.7%, 11.2%, and 27.5%, respectively. Byrnes and Miller (2007) demonstrated that
results for mathematics and science differed, supporting the idea that the O-P model
results vary by domain.
When Byrnes and Wasik (2009) used the O-P framework to look at a large sample
(n = 17,401) of kindergarten to third grade students in regards to mathematical
achievement findings showed propensity factors to be the main influence on
achievement. Although Byrnes and Miller’s (2007) research shows significant
antecedent pathways for high school students, they were not significant for the
elementary students. In fact, the addition of antecedent factors caused a decrease in fit.
This discrepancy between the studies calls for additional research to understand the
change in the effect of each category.
Interventions being created to remedy the mathematics deficit should target the
strongest, most constant, and modifiable predictors (Byrnes & Wasik, 2009). In order to
identify what these predictors are, research must be conducted to identify not only the
predictors but also their effects on each other as well as their progression. By creating
interventions based on research that is focused on too few factors, the intervention is built
on incomplete results and thus certain to fail. The way to continue to advance research in
this area is to refine how these constructs are measured and find new ones that have not
been investigated.
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Factors Related to Word Problem Performance
Byrnes’ O-P Model emphasizes the importance of a holistic view of a student’s
learning experience. In what follows, I use this model to organize my review of the
literature on word problem performance. A range of ages and grade levels are examined
in order to obtain the best sense of the overall findings and studies pertinent to the topic.
The first section reviews work pertinent to opportunity factors; the second, to propensity
factors, and the third, to antecedent factors.
Opportunity Factors
Opportunity factors refer to the learning experiences available to the students
through in-class instruction, textbook type and use, homework, etc. Many opportunity
factors (e.g., school district attended) are out of the control of the education system;
however, instruction is one very important opportunity factor that can be controlled by
the teacher/school. The idea that instruction would have an effect on student
achievement is the basis of teaching. If instruction had no effect on student achievement,
teachers would cease to exist. That being said no two instructors teach the same;
however, there is a difference between effective teachers and ineffective teachers. What
constitutes an effective teacher is still up for debate and will probably always be (Stipek,
2002). Fortunately, some qualities have been identified and accepted as characteristics of
an effective teacher.
Reynolds and Muijs (1999) distilled six elements from the current literature (e.g.,
Brophy & Good, 1986; Cooney, 1994; Evertson et al., 1980; Griffin & Barnes, 1986;
Lampert, 1988; Rosenshine & Stevens, 1986; Secada, 1992) to describe effective
teaching. (1) Opportunity to learn is seen as a quantified measure (e.g., school days,
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hours of instruction versus classroom management, use of homework) with the
understanding that increased exposure is correlated to increased achievement. (2)
Teacher emphasis suggests that the teacher spends more time on material and classroom
engagement than managing behavior; however, when (3) classroom management is
needed, teachers handle behavior issues in a positive way avoiding harsh language. (4)
Teacher expectations is where the teacher treats all students with the belief that all
students have the capability to learn. (5) Ratio of whole class to individual work indicates
a prominence of whole-class instruction rather than a lot of individual work (e.g.,
worksheets). Finally, (6) interactive dialogue is where the teacher brings students into
the discussion rather than purely lecturing. Additionally, the teacher requires more in
depth responses rather than one word answers to gain a better knowledge student
understanding. These elements are derived from instruction in American schools and are
based on elementary to secondary schools rather than college. Some of these elements
could be incorporated in the definition of an effective instructor at the college level;
however, elements like classroom management are less of an issue at the college level.
Additionally, ratio of whole class to individual work is sometimes non-existent in college
mathematics classrooms due to time constraint.
Bruner (1977) and Stipek (2002) agree that in order to be an effective instructor,
big ideas must be incorporated in the subject matter and constantly reiterated and
revisited to reinforce major ideas. Additionally, Stipek (2002) reveals a connection
between effective instruction and motivation. Stipek (2002) shows four common themes
amongst effective mathematics instruction. Research suggests that big ideas are found
more challenging yet more enjoyable for students making (1) emphasis on conceptual
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thinking an effective and motivational strategy for teachers. Additionally, if the focus of
the class is the process of solving a problem rather than a correct answer, students are
more motivated to learn and less motivated to cheat. This is considered the (2) learning
and understanding theme. Along with this theme, (3) active participation is seen as a
motivational tool as well as students are not as interested in listening as they are in
participating. Finally, (4) authentic and meaningful tasks are necessary to keep students
motivated. By showing students how what they are learning is related to their lives they
are more likely to be interested and put forth effort.
The above research discusses practices of an effective teacher; Fryer (2014)
shows that these practices can be taken into low performing areas and increase student
performance. Fryer takes five practices—increased instructional time, more effective
teachers and administrators, high-dosage tutoring, data-driven instruction, and a culture
of high expectations—common to charter schools and implements them in twenty low
performing public schools in Houston, Texas. The findings showed that in both
elementary and secondary schools there were statistically significant gains in
mathematical performance, but none in reading. It is also worth noting that the Hispanic
population was effected more than was any other racial group. This introduces the idea
that not all instruction, or other factors are necessarily received the same by all
populations (e.g., male/female, racial, SES).
The above research discusses instruction in mathematics but there is a specificity
within many elements of mathematics, including instruction. Xin and Jitendra (1999)
conducted a meta-analysis of WP instruction interventions encompassing twenty-five
studies. The findings showed that increased time spent on subject matter and computer-
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assisted instruction had strong connections to student achievement; however, so many
studies lacked the proper information necessary that it was difficult to make strong claims
about instruction in WP instruction. These findings show a need for not only studies
addressing instructional technique in relation to WPs but also better reporting on the part
of the researcher.
Testing the O-P model ordinarily requires measuring variables in each of the three
categories of factors. However, it is also possible and useful to examine the covariance of
factors in one or two categories while holding the other constant (e.g., Jones & Byrnes,
2006). In the present case, the two instructors worked closely together to present the same
content in similar ways. Hence, opportunity factors were not examined in the present
study; however, this decision does not imply that opportunity factors are no less a critical
component within the O-P model. As discussed in the Discussion section, the
incorporation of opportunity factors may lead to a better understanding of the variance
accounted for; however, prior research shows opportunity factors to account for a small
portion of the variance when antecedent and propensity factors are included (Byrnes &
Miller, 2007; Byrnes & Miller-Cotto, 2016).
Propensity Factors
The second of the three components included in the O-P model is propensity,
which refers to a person’s ability and willingness to take advantage of the opportunities
presented. The idea behind the O-P model is that both opportunity and propensity must
be present for the most effective learning to take place. A student could have opportunity
to learn but if s/he does not take advantage of the opportunity, s/he will not learn the
content. Similarly, a student may have the ability and drive to learn specific content, but
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if content is not available or presented effectively, s/he will not learn the content. The
current study holds opportunity constant, by way of instruction, to examine the
importance of propensity factors further. Some factors encompassed by propensity
include, but are not limited to, prior knowledge, motivation, and anxiety. The following
sections explore propensity factors directly related to mathematics in general and WPs
specifically.
Two major propensity factors thought of in WP solving are calculation and
reading ability, as these are two of the most evident skills needed for successful
completion of WPs. Given that WP solving depends on both reading (comprehending)
and mathematical calculation (computing) ability, based on the textual presentation of the
mathematical problem, it is sensible to assume both would contribute to success in WP
solving (Tolar et al., 2012). However, there is some debate on the contribution of
calculation ability to the success of WP solving.
Mathematics Computation
There is debate concerning whether difficulty with mathematics stems from
number combination deficits, reading deficits, or both. As there are a lot of cases of
comorbidity (Andersson, 2008) there is argument for both, but when controlling for
reading ability some students have more mathematical difficulties than do others. (Fuchs
& Fuchs, 2002; Jordan & Hanich, 2000). Fuchs et al.’s (2008) investigation of whether
difficulty in language, computation, or both, were related to problem solving in primarygrades revealed that computation skill was not a significant predictor of problem solving
performance; however, language was found to be a significant cognitive predictor.
Researchers concluded that there was no alignment between computation and problem
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solving. The findings suggest that problem-solving difficulties play an integral and
independent part, aside from computational ability, in mathematical problem solving.
The researchers found the computational aspect of mathematical problem solving to be a
negligible contributor. These findings are supported by prior research that suggest
performance advantage for contextual problems (Carraher, Carraher, & Schliemann,
1985; Carraher & Schliemann, 1985; Nathan & Koedinger, 2000, 2004); however, there
is also research suggesting a performance advantage for computational problems over
WPs (e.g., Carpenter, Corbitt, Kepner, Lindquist, & Reys, 1980; Koedinger, Alibali, &
Nathan, 2008).
Arithmetic and Algebraic Computation. Although the Fuchs et al.’ (2008) study
devalues the influence computational mathematics skills have on WPs, other findings
support the idea that computational success begets application success (e.g., Andersson,
2007; Caldwell & Goldin, 1979; Fung, Swanson, & Orosco, 2014; Swanson et al., 2008;
Vilenius-Tuohimaa et al., 2008). Caldwell and Goldin’s (1979) comparison of
difficulties had by elementary school children in grades four through six focused on four
types of WPs: “abstract factual (AF), abstract hypothetical (AH), concrete factual (CF),
and concrete hypothetical (CH)” (p. 323). Students completed computational skills tests
followed by arithmetic WP tests. Findings showed a significant interaction amongst
grade level and computation performance where students from all grades that met the
50% passing criterion on the computational test did approximately equally as well on the
WPs; however, students who did not meet the computational criterion across the grade
levels demonstrated improvement by grade on the WP portion. Consistent with other
research, these findings suggest that WP skills depend on computational skills (Decker &
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Roberts, 2015). Unfortunately, the type of categorical analysis employed (above or
below 50%) is not typical. This suggests that the correlation proved non-significant or
that computational skill is a necessary but not sufficient condition for success and,
therefore, not predictive.
The above studies demonstrate the ongoing debate as to whether arithmetic
computation has a predictive effect on arithmetic WP solving; however, it is clear that
arithmetic computation effects algebraic computation (Falkner et al., 1999; NCTM,
1989). Falkner et al. (1999) show the principles learned through arithmetic calculation
have later impact on its algebraic counterpart. In their study, the authors found that a
considerable number of students in grades one through six were unable to recognize the
equal sign as a relational symbol and treated it as an operational symbol instead. For
example, students would fill in the following blank, 8 + 4 = __ + 5, with 12 or 17
highlighting a misunderstanding of the meaning of the equal sign. Although this may
seem like a minor arithmetic error, the underlying misunderstanding of the equal sign as
operational has significant implications in later algebraic topics (e.g., 2x + 5 = 3, 3x – 2 =
5x + 4) showing poor arithmetic understanding may lead to problems in algebraic
computation and understanding.
This implication is further demonstrated by the Fourth Mathematics Assessment
of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NCTM, 1989). When asked to
identify equivalent equations, a mere 30% of pre-algebra, 50% of first-year algebra, and
60% of second-year algebra students demonstrated accurate identification. These
findings are consistent with other studies that highlight that the rules learned and
demonstrated in arithmetic calculations relate to the advancement to algebra and show
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how detrimental the compulsion to calculate is for students moving from arithmetic to
algebra (Alibali, Knuth, Hattikudur, McNeil, & Stephens, 2007; Baroody & Ginsburg,
1983; Kieran, 1989; Stacey & MacGregor, 1990). These findings demonstrate that both
arithmetic and algebraic computation could play a role in WP success given the internal
relationship between the two.
It is accepted that computational skills and understanding of mathematics occurs
hierarchically (Aunola, Leskinen, Lerkkanen, & Nurmi, 2004) and as a result, the
learning and understanding of arithmetic calculation precede algorithmic or algebraic.
Fuchs et al. (2006) found that amongst third grade students, “arithmetic was a significant
path to algorithmic computation and to arithmetic word problems” (p. 37). Findings
showed no predictive relationship between algorithmic computation and arithmetic WP
solving, suggesting further hierarchical relationships between computation and WP
solving as algorithmic computation is not necessary in arithmetic WPs. Since it is
suggested that arithmetic computation is needed for arithmetic WP solving, it is implied
that algebraic computation would also be necessary or predictive of algebraic WP
solving.
Computation and WP Solving. Arithmetic misconceptions persist into algebra
(NMAP, 2008); they also may continue into pre-algebraic and algebraic WPs (Powell &
Fuchs, 2010), causing students to struggle in this area with concepts as basic and close to
arithmetic like solving linear equations (Alibali, Knuth, Hattikudur, McNeil, & Stephens,
2007; Knuth, Stephens, McNeil, & Alibali, 2006). This understanding shows arithmetic
use and understanding predates algebraic in the developmental sequence; however, there
are algebraic rules that are prevalent in arithmetic teachings and manipulations that act as
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a transition from one to the other. Therefore, arithmetic understanding and basic
algebraic understandings of relations is necessary before applying to WPs (such as the
relational status of the equal sign).
Fuchs et al. (2012) demonstrated this persistent misunderstanding when they
assessed students in second grade and into third on arithmetic calculation skills and
arithmetic WPs in order to examine the predictive relationship between basic arithmetic
knowledge and pre-algebraic understanding. Using multilevel regression analysis, the
authors found that calculation fluency in third grade significantly predicted pre-algebraic
knowledge, suggesting a student’s ability to understand and perform arithmetic early in
their educational career supports later algebraic learning. Fuchs et al. suggest that
arithmetic computation aids in the understanding of algebraic computation and algebraic
WP solving, consistent with other research (Carraher & Schliemann, 2002; Lee, Ng, Bull,
Pe, & Ho, 2011; NMAP, 2008).
In contrast to a common assumption that students tend to find computation
problems easier to solve than when the same computations are embedded in word
problems, Nathan and Koedinger (2000, 2004) would argue that even into algebra,
students may perform better on WPs when compared to symbolic only problems. In one
study, Nathan and Koedinger (2000) show students performing better on varying types of
WPs than others. Nathan and Koedinger’s study looked at the comparison between
teacher perception of problem difficulty regarding the position of the unknown (start
unknown versus result unknown) and format of the problem presentation (story versus
word equation versus symbol). Results showed that teachers overwhelmingly agreed that
start unknown (e.g., 2𝑥 + 5 = 13) are more difficult for students than result unknown
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(e.g., 2 ∙ 4 + 5 = 𝑥), which was confirmed by the student’s performance. However,
teachers agreed that story and word equations are more difficult than symbol problems,
which was refuted by student performance in this study.
Assuming the researchers used basic linear equations as shown in the Nathan and
Koedinger article, this finding could be a result specific to this topic of mathematics. The
algebraic problems shown could be solved through arithmetic means. Additionally, there
is no data reported on the particular teacher’s instructional practices. Teachers, in
anticipation of more difficult material, could have spent more time and effort teaching the
harder material, thus neglecting the perceived ‘easy’ material causing the students to
underperform in symbolic only problems causing a lower result. The results do show that
students had more difficulty with start unknown problems versus result unknown
problems supporting the idea that students have trouble with understanding the
quantitative relationships between numbers and unknowns. Koedinger and Tabachneck
(1995) show the findings that student performance favors result-unknown over startunknown problems persists into the college level warranting further examination into
college-aged students. These findings confirm that more complicated WPs may result in
different findings.
In fact, Koedinger, Alibali, and Nathan (2008) go on to research more
complicated WPs in college algebra students. Students were given WPs with one
unknown and others with two unknowns. The findings from prior research that students
did better if not equally as well on WP and computation when there was one unknown
were replicated; however, this was not the case with WPs containing two unknowns.
Students did better on the computation only problems than the WPs when a second
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unknown was introduced. These findings support the idea that student success on more
complicated WPs may be dependent on computation ability. Therefore, a need to
examine the relationship between calculation ability as it relates to more complex WPs
(e.g., systems of equations) is warranted.
Reading Comprehension
A second propensity factor requisite for WP solving is reading comprehension.
Reading comprehension skills are required more in WPs than other areas of mathematics
as the problems are expressed through English words in narrative form (Jordan, Hanich,
& Kaplan, 2003). Depending on how the mathematical relationships are described and
the concept involved, WPs have some potential for being misunderstood. Findings
support that certain areas of mathematics, like WPs, are more dependent on reading skills
than others (Jordan, Hanich, & Kaplan, 2003). Many studies have examined arithmetic
WP solving (as opposed to algebraic WPs) as they are the first kind introduced to
students in elementary school and mastery of them could be thought of as a prerequisite
skill for algebra (e.g., Fuchs et al., 2006; Reikeras, 2009; Vilenius-Tuohimaa, Aunola, &
Nurmi, 2008).
Moderately little research has been done on the connection between student
reading comprehension and mathematics performance, as measured by standardized
assessments. As today’s high stakes testing questions are presented primarily in WP
format (U.S. Department of Education, 1996), it can be expected that poor reading
comprehension would have inverse effects on students’ success on the mathematical
portion of assessments. Research by Kintsch and Greeno (1985) supports the notion that
the understanding of the textual portion of a WP is essential in creating a mental model (a
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“situation model” to use their term) to solve the problem successfully. This theoretical
perspective highlights the importance of reading ability in WP solving. WPs require
increased levels of working memory, which might explain the strong dependence
mathematics WP solving has on reading—and working memory, to be discussed later.
Since WPs present the information as a written component, students must be equipped
with the skills necessary to decipher the information in its presented format and create a
mental model in which to solve the problem. This ability precedes any calculation skills
necessary in that if this stage is not completed; those following are null and void.
The few studies that do examine the relationship between reading and
mathematics WP solving tend to follow a consistent model—reading and mathematical
assessments are administered, followed by ANOVA, ANCOVA, and/or MANOVA on
performance—with individual variations. Each study has its own deviations; however,
they all agree that reading ability is a strong predictor of mathematical WP performance
(e.g., Korhonen, Linnanmäki, & Aunio, 2012; Kyttälä, and Björn, 2014; Reikeras, 2009;
Vilenius‐Tuohimaa, Aunola, and Nurmi, 2008).
In a cross sectional study by Korhonen, Linnanmäki, and Aunio (2012), Swedish
speaking ninth grade students in Finland were assessed through mathematics and
language measures (i.e., word comprehension, reading comprehension, and spelling
skills) to examine the relationship between mathematics and language performance. The
students were broken into groups based upon their mathematical performance on the
KTLT (full name not found) mathematics achievement test, which requires arithmetic,
applied problem solving, and algebra skills and were assessed using LS reading ability
tests. Findings showed that reading ability explained 52% of the variance in
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mathematical performance. The use of an ANCOVA allowed for covariate testing, ruling
out spelling as a predictive factor showing that reading comprehension proved to be an
independent predictor. These findings are in line with other literature showing reading
comprehension as a strong predictor of mathematical WPs (e.g., Larwin, 2010;
Majumder, 2003). The results also stand out as the relationship between mathematical
development and reading ability in higher grades has received little attention compared to
its primary school counterparts (Aubrey & Godfrey, 2003; Aunio & Niemivirta, 2010;
DeSmedt et al., 2009). However, the above study is lacking in that it looks exclusively at
reading related ability and ignores any other contributing factors (e.g., mathematical
anxiety, self-efficacy, etc.) that may also act as covariates that account for variance,
potentially reducing the amount of variance explained by reading if they were included in
the regression model. Additionally, the KTLT measure is unknown as a proven measure
of mathematical ability (partially due to the international scope). Finally, like much of
the literature of its kind, Korhonen, Linnanmäki, and Aunio’s study is done in Finland
(e.g., Kyttälä, & Björn, 2014; Vilenius‐Tuohimaa, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2008). There is
little research on this topic based in the United States and since mathematical instruction
can vary internationally, one cannot assume the findings would replicate.
Korhonen, Linnanmäki, and Aunio’s (2012) study and others of its kind are
unique as most research that examines reading comprehension’s connection to
mathematical ability focuses on primary grades, while the aforementioned studies look at
high school students. The majority of the work agrees that reading ability is a strong
predictor of WP success but the focus is on elementary grades and thus arithmetic
performance rather than algebraic (e.g, Fuchs et al., 2015; Reikeras, 2009; Vilenius‐
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Tuohimaa, Aunola, and Nurmi, 2008). It is important to extend this work to the later
grades as the relationship between reading and WP solving performance may change.
Duru and Koklu (2011) examine through both quantitative and qualitative
methods the interaction between reading comprehension and algebraic WPs in seventh
grade Turkish students by interviewing a random sample. Through questionnaires
consisting of both multiple choice and open-ended questions from high stakes Turkish
exams, the authors had students match WPs to their corresponding algebraic equations
and vice versa. Findings showed that despite students being at a developmentally
appropriate level, according to Piaget’s stage of formal operation, students had difficulty
translating both from English to mathematics and back due to weak reading
comprehension. The authors claim that it is not only the Standard English text but rather
the mathematical text that presents problems for students. Although Duru and Koklu’s
findings support a connection between WP success and reading comprehension, their use
of Turkish students does not prove to be the best sample when the study is conducted in
English as Turkey has one of the lowest English proficiencies in Europe, scoring 47.80
on the English Proficiency Index (EPI). According to Education First (EF) they scored
the lowest out of 24 countries. The results are thus unclear as to whether the students
struggle with reading comprehension or English as a whole (A comprehensive ranking of
countries by English skills, n.d.). This brings up the additional need for students to be
fluent in the language in which the WPs are being presented. For example, ESL students
may perform worse on WPs presented in English, not because they have low reading
comprehension, buy because of a language barrier. (For this reason, ESL was later added
as a factor in the current study.) Additionally, despite Duru and Koklu’s mixed methods
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approach there is no indication of the validity of the Turkish standardized test of reading
ability. All their work shows is that seventh grade Turkish students do in fact have a
problem going between English and algebra, but their work does not demonstrate why
students have this problem. Reading comprehension relies not just on a student’s ability
to read but also their mental processing.
Working Memory
The third propensity factor investigated is working memory. While reading ability
does seem to be a strong predictor of WP solving, there are other potential factors that
could be playing a role simultaneously and be misconstrued as reading comprehension
(e.g., working memory). Working memory is the limited processing resource that is
involved with the conservation of information whilst instantaneously processing other
information (Just & Carpenter, 1992; Swanson & Kim, 2007). It is known to be
comprised of visual-spatial and verbal components and possesses domain specific
abilities (Andersson & Lyxell, 2007; Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004;
Knops, Nuerk, Fimm, Vohn, & Willmes, 2006; Libertus et al., 2009; Swanson, 2006;
Zheng, Swanson, & Marcoulides, 2011). The domain-specific qualities of working
memory are hypothesized to vary by age (i.e., adolescence to adulthood) and domain
(e.g., science to mathematics; Adams & Hitch, 1997, 1998; Andersson, 2007; Ashcraft,
1995; Gathercole, Pickering, Knight, & Stegmann, 2004; Libertus et al., 2009; Trezise &
Reeve, 2014). This suggestion of domain specificity implies that the predictive nature of
working memory found in one subject may not be able to be carried over to another.
There is little research done on the connection between working memory and
algebraic WPs, as most is conducted around arithmetic; however, Trezise and Reeve
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(2014) examine the relationship between working memory, mathematics anxiety,
algebraic performance, as well as nonverbal IQ, and general mathematics ability tasks in
fourteen year old (n = 80) female Australian students. Linear equation problems were
solved mentally and students rated their confidence in their answers. Measures were
adapted from Turner and Engle’s (1989) operation span task for working memory,
Woodcock-Johnson III Tests of Achievement, and others. Latent profile analyses and
ANOVAs were used for analysis and results suggest that although algebraic problem
solving is correlated to calculation ability, it is not correlated to general mathematics
ability as tested through the Woodcock-Johnson test. Additionally, it was found that
students with high working memory and low worry performed significantly better than all
other subgroups. A multivariate regression also showed worry and working memory to
be associated higher with algebraic problem solving than general mathematics ability.
These findings are consistent with arithmetic research and suggest that mathematics
anxiety and working memory have a persistent affect in advanced mathematics problem
solving (Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001; Hoffman, 2010; Raghubar, Barnes, & Hecht, 2010).
However, this study ignores an entire gender, which is not addressed within the literature.
Females are known for possessing higher anxiety than their male counterparts (Hembree,
1990) but the lack of representative sampling does not allow for generalized findings. It
does, however, add to the literature by showing a relationship between working memory
and algebraic performance in general amongst high school students.
In contrast to Trezise and Reeve (2014), Ganley and Vasilyeva (2014) examined
both genders when they studied the connection between gender, mathematics anxiety,
working memory—both verbal and visuospatial—and mathematics performance of
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college students. Participants completed 4 measures: anxiety was measured using a fouritem self-report scale adapted from Morris, Davis, and Hutchings (1981); working
memory was assessed with the Automated Working Memory Assessment (one for verbal
and one for visuospatial); and mathematics performance was broken in to Algebra and
Geometry, using twelve problems from various standardized tests (e.g., National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for twelfth grade students and the
Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) for tenth grade students, and
the SAT). Using ANOVA and regression models, the authors found gender was
significantly related to mathematics score and anxiety. They also found gender and
anxiety to be predictors of visuospatial working memory. Despite research showing
gender differences being almost nonexistent early on, the gender difference in
mathematical performance becomes larger in older students (Hyde, Fennema, & Lamon,
1990; Robinson & Lubienski, 2011). Additionally, this study shows covariate
relationships between working memory and anxiety, demonstrating the need for
examination of not just factors that predict mathematical performance but also the
relationship between these factors.
Although the above findings suggest that working memory has effect on problem
solving in mathematics, this cannot necessarily be translated to WPs. Trezise and Reeve
(2014) argue that going from one subject (e.g., English) to another (e.g., mathematics)
may affect working memory. Additionally, strategies employed in one area of
mathematics may also prove to affect working memory, as different tasks demand
different capabilities, potentially affecting working memory. Lower level arithmetic
makes different demands than more complex calculations (De Rammelaere, Stuyven, &
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Vandierendonck, 1999; Raghubar et al., 2010). Based on this information, the
relationship between WP success and working memory must be examined. Andersson
(2007) found strong correlations amongst mathematical WP success and arithmetic
calculation, reading, and IQ in second through fourth grade students; however, working
memory was correlated with all three of these. Age, reading, and IQ accounted for 39%
of the variance; when working tasks were incorporated, 60% of the variance was
accounted for. Thus, the findings suggest that working memory accounts for a good
portion of the variance of WP solving over and above these other important factors.
Prior studies, like the one above, have suggested strong correlational relationships
between working memory and arithmetic WP performance (Kail & Hall, 1999;
Passolunghi & Pazzaglia, 2004; Passolunghi & Siegel, 2001; Swanson, 2006). Lee, Ng,
and Ng (2009) extend the literature by examining algebraic WPs. The authors examine
the association between working memory and the generation of WP models and solutions
amongst eleven-year-old students. It was found that working memory accounted for 25%
of the variance; literacy, for 20%; and capability to determine quantitative relationships,
10%. This shows that ability to successfully solve algebraic WPs is dependent on the
“ability to decode and assign mathematical operators to quantitative relationships, 2
phases of problem solving that also draw heavily on working memory resources” (p.
373). The findings suggest that to improve ability in WP success not only does reading
comprehension have to be improved, but also the ability to decode and assign operators
in mathematical models must also be improved.
As previously discussed, it is not simply that multiple factors are needed in one
study in order to have a better sense of what predicts WP solving but rather the specific
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factors that are examined. Since working memory has shown a predictive relationship
with reading comprehension (Daneman & Merikle, 1996), it brings to question whether
working memory’s correlations amongst WPs are due to the connection to reading
comprehension, calling for both of these factors to be examined simultaneously. Multiple
studies have shown that the correlations between working memory and problem solving
to decrease when reading comprehension is accounted for (Fuchs et al., 2006; Kail &
Hall, 1999). This is not to say that working memory cannot predict both reading
comprehension and WP solving together, and each independently. This simply suggests
that no single variable can be attributed with the sole relationship to WP success.
Working memory can sometimes be shrouded in reading comprehension and, therefore,
misinterpreted causing inaccurate representation of variance. This mistake is not
exclusive to reading comprehension and working memory. Mathematics anxiety (shown
to effect working memory) possesses a similar relationship to motivation.
Based on the above literature working memory has been shown to correlate to
many other factors as well as WP performance. The working memory measure in the
current study did not correlate to any other measure, nor was it significantly predictive of
WP performance. For these reasons, it was inevitably dropped from the factors used in
the main statistical analyses as it was deemed faulty.
Mathematics Anxiety
Reading comprehension is not the only factor proven to have a covariate
relationship with working memory. Mathematics anxiety, the fourth propensity factor
considered in the proposed study, has been shown to affect working memory and thus
mathematical problem solving (Ashcraft & Krause, 2007). Mathematics anxiety is not a
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new topic amongst education research (e.g., Hembree, 1990; Lewis, 1970; Richardson &
Suinn, 1972). Students that suffer from mathematics anxiety run the gamut in age,
ethnicity, and country (Ashcraft, 2002; Hembree, 1990). Mathematics anxiety is defined
as a feeling of fear, strain, worry, or nervousness that inhibits mathematics performance
(Ashcraft, 2002; Hembree, 1990; Lewis, 1970). A number of factors have been linked to
students avoiding STEM majors, such as mathematics anxiety causing avoidance of
math-related college majors (Armstrong, 1985; Betz, 1978; Eccles [Parsons], 1984;
Hackett, 1985). Vahedi and Farrokhi (2011), along with many others, specify that
mathematics anxiety can induce avoidance behaviors and inhibit mathematics related
problem solving in not only academic situations but also ordinary life (Ashcraft, 2002;
Richardson & Suinn, 1972; Vukovic, Roberts, & Wright, 2013). One does not have to
actually be doing mathematics in order for mathematics anxiety to be induced. The mere
thought or anticipation of having to perform mathematics in public (e.g., being called to
the board in mathematics class) and the prospective repercussions or ridicule from those
around you is enough to elicit mathematics anxiety (Ashcraft, Krause, & Hopko, 2007;
Hopko, McNeil, Zvolensky, & Eifert, 2001; Vukovic, Roberts, & Wright, 2013).
Much research has been conducted examining the relationship between
mathematics achievement and mathematics anxiety (e.g., Ashcraft, 2002, Ganley &
Vasilyeva; 2014; Kyttala & Bjorn, 2014; Vukovic, Roberts, & Wright, 2013). Results
show a statistically significant negative correlation between the two (Andrews & Brown,
2015; Hembree, 1990; Vukovic, Roberts, & Wright, 2013). Findings support the notion
that many people—child and adult alike—suffer from mathematics anxiety and low
mathematical performance as a result (Hembree, 1990). Mathematics anxiety is not a
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new research focus as the Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS; Richardson &
Suinn, 1972) has been in use since its creation over fifty years ago. This measure of
mathematics anxiety puts participants in hypothetical situations and has them rate the
level of anxiety they would feel in that situation (e.g., “adding two three-digit numbers
while someone looks over your shoulder, Richardson & Suinn, 1972). The original
MARS consists of 98 items; however, there are shortened versions yielding “scores that
correlate well with scores obtained using the original test and also has very acceptable
test-retest reliability” (Ashcraft, 2002, p. 181). These measures have been used to assess
mathematics anxiety and identify significant negative correlations with mathematics
performance amongst a variety of ages, mathematical subjects, and more.
One of the major topics examined in the research on mathematics anxiety is the
relationship to mathematics performance. Findings show mathematics anxiety is
negatively correlated to mathematical performance (Andrews & Brown, 2015; Hembree,
1990). Andrews and Brown (2015) look at the connection between anxiety and college
freshmen in various majors. The students filled out surveys during orientation and the
rest of their information was obtained through the university (SAT scores, grade,
placement scores). The researchers used an Abbreviated Math Anxiety Scale (AMAS) to
assess anxiety. Findings show a moderate, negative correlation between standardized
mathematics test scores, specifically the SAT, and mathematics anxiety; a weak, negative
correlation between placement exam and mathematics anxiety; and a negative
relationship between final grade and mathematics anxiety. However, students that failed
the course and students who passed with an “A” reported the same level of anxiety. The
study falls short in this respect because it shows that although there is a negative
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correlation between mathematics anxiety and achievement in some realms (SAT and
placement exam), in other areas high anxiety can be correlated with low achievement just
as much as high achievement. This suggests prior knowledge and anxiety are
independent factors. In order to examine the difference between students that suffer from
anxiety and do well versus those that do poorly, more information is needed.
This research shows that the effects of mathematics anxiety persist through high
school and into college. In this respect, the article is crucial to the field as much of the
literature examining mathematics anxiety in college students is outdated (e.g., Betz,
1978; Hembree, 1990). New research is vital in not only including the missing variables
to help explain the variation between high achieving and low achieving students suffering
from mathematics anxiety but also in order to provide contemporary insight into the
problem of students’ low mathematics performance.
Hembree (1990) confirms that “[m]athematics anxiety is related to poor
performance on mathematics achievement tests” through a meta-analysis of mathematical
anxiety literature (p. 33). Consistent amongst most studies was an agreement that
mathematics anxiety reduces performance; however, a relationship was found not only
between mathematics anxiety and mathematics achievement but also age, gender, and
self-efficacy. The findings show relationships such as high mathematics anxiety directly
relating to low enjoyment and self-confidence; a display of high anxiety in female
students versus male students particularly in college, and higher anxiety related to
remedial mathematics and declining with more advanced courses.
A multitude of studies show that mathematics anxiety is negatively correlated to
mathematics ability and self-perception (Fennema & Sherman, 1977; Hendel, 1980;
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Wigfield & Meece, 1988). Wigfield and Meece (1988) have shown that the mathematics
related self-efficacy is a stronger predictor of mathematics anxiety than performance. If
students devalue mathematics, regardless of their ability, they are less likely to report
anxiety in the subject in contrast with a student who values the subject.
Dwinell and Higbee (1991) further examined multiple variables in their study of
high-risk college freshmen in an algebra course. Findings showed anxiety accounted for
27% of the variance; however, anxiety and attitude toward success (i.e., self-efficacy)
accounted for 45%. Unfortunately, the sample for this study (n = 58) was too small to
make predictive generalizations and did not control for other variables that may have
predicted achievement that may have shown correlations. The findings do warrant
further examination of the relationship between anxiety and other variables. The above
findings suggest a possible covariate relationship amongst anxiety and these other factors
(age, gender, degree of difficulty/computation, self-efficacy), reinforcing a need for
studies that incorporate multiple variables to explain the predictive effects on
mathematical achievement more fully and rule out spurious correlations.
Meece, Wigfield, and Eccles (1990) used structural equation modeling to analyze
data collected in a 2-year-long study of junior high students and various contributing
factors to mathematics anxiety and future course enrollment. Results suggest efficacyrelated beliefs played a strong role in performance and academic choice. Student current
performance expectancy had the strongest direct relation to mathematics anxiety,
consistent with previous research (Betz & Hackett, 1983; Hackett, 1985). Additionally,
value was a strong predictor of future course enrollment, a finding that has a particularly
strong implication for future studies. Value or importance of mathematics is an area that
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can be bolstered or emphasized in the classroom by teachers. By incorporating
meaningful mathematics examples and/or showing students through instruction how
valuable mathematics can be in future careers, teachers could potentially increase student
perceptions of the value of mathematics, thus, increasing mathematics enrollment and
maybe students enrolling in STEM majors.
Meece, Wigfield, and Eccles (1990) also argue that certain measures of
mathematics anxiety make it difficult to differentiate between mathematics anxiety and
other closely related motivational factors. This argument, as well as the findings of their
study on junior high school students, warrant studies examining not only mathematics
anxiety in college students but also its closely related factors as to not confuse the effects
of one for the other. Since Meece, Wigfield, and Eccles studied junior high school
students, it raises the question of whether the relationships found persist into college aged
students or if they changed.
Despite prior research demonstrating a significant negative correlation between
mathematics anxiety and mathematics achievement (Ashcraft, 2002; Hembree, 1990), the
relationship between mathematics anxiety and algebraic WP achievement has been
overlooked. Some studies have looked at mathematics anxiety in relation to arithmetic
WP solving (e.g., Vukovic et al., 2012). The findings demonstrate a negative correlation
(r = -.36) between mathematics anxiety and WP solving among young students
suggesting that the correlation may apply to specific mathematical domains as well as
general mathematics. As few studies have looked at mathematics anxiety and WP
solving, the bulk of the literature on this topic focuses on arithmetic WP solving.
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Kyttälä, and Björn (2014) studied multiple predictors of WP achievement by
accounting for visuo-spatial ability, mathematics anxiety, reading ability, and gender.
Their study focused on eighth grade Finnish students and included data obtained from
KTLT-counting skills tests, Dyslexia screenings, MARS and other measures. Using
ANOVAs and ANCOVAs, they found anxiety was significantly and negatively
correlated with WP achievement, consistent with findings from prior studies (Ashcraft,
2002; Hembree, 1990; Vukovic et al., 2012). Kyttälä and Björn demonstrate that
mathematics anxiety is correlated to not only mathematics in general but also the realm of
applications specifically; however, as their study is not centered on anxiety this aspect is
relatively sparse. For example, they found mathematics anxiety has an association to WP
success but the work does not specify what types of WPs as the counting measures are
relatively unknown in the United States. Although the above study contributes to the
understanding of mathematics anxiety and WP solving, it still does not show the
relationship between mathematics anxiety and algebraic WP solving. This continues to
be a scarcely researched area.
Low performance in mathematics, specifically in WPs, is one of many
consequences of mathematics anxiety. Other drawbacks include, but are not limited to,
decreased motivation, avoidance, and reduced working memory capacity that can be
allocated to problem solving (Ashcraft, 2002). Ashcraft (2002) points out the possible
relationship between anxiety, working memory, and self-efficacy in saying, “[m]ath
anxiety disrupts cognitive processing by compromising ongoing activity in working
memory…. [and] highly math-anxious people also espouse negative attitudes toward
math, and hold negative self-perceptions about their math abilities” (pp. 181-182). These
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claims suggest covariate relationships between these three factors. For example, a study
could identify anxiety as a strong predictive factor but were self-efficacy to be included
as a potential factor as well, it would take away from the anxiety factor potentially
deeming it not significant, demonstrating the need for certain factors to be considered
simultaneously. This shows close relations between mathematics anxiety and selfefficacy.
Motivation
Self-efficacy is but one of many subcategories under the umbrella of motivation.
The final set of propensity factors to be discussed also pertain to the construct of
motivation. Motivation is defined broadly as why an individual thinks and behaves in a
particular way (Graham & Weiner, 1996; Weiner, 1992). The current literature regarding
mathematics and motivation shows self-efficacy, interest, value, goal, and self-regulation
as some of the most noteworthy motivational constructs linked to mathematical
performance (Wentzel & Brophy, 2013). For this reason, the motivational subcategories
to be discussed are the aforementioned five subcategories. Mathematics is seen by some
as being more difficult than other academic subjects and requiring increased motivation
for comparable achievement (Gottfried, 1990). This is not to say that motivation is not
needed for a variety of subjects. Motivation has been found to be positively correlated
amongst academic achievement in elementary grades (Aunola et al., 2006; Eccles, Adler,
& Meece, 1984; Gottfried, 1990; Lepola, Niemi, Kuikka, & Hannula, 2005); yet, some
research indicates a diminished effect from motivation on mathematics achievement in
higher grades (e.g., Areepattamannil & Freeman, 2008; Halawah, 2006). Although there
are some studies demonstrating motivation as a predictor of academic achievement (e.g.,
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Gose, Wooden & Muller, 1980; Spinath et al., 2006) and other studies showing no
predictive nature (Gagne & St. Pere, 2002), the majority of studies demonstrate a
predictive relationship between motivation and academic achievement. The topic of
motivation in mathematics, however, has not been prevalent in recent studies (Hannula,
2006) and less so in regards to performance. Motivation, as previously stated, is made up
of subcategories.
Researchers do not necessarily use all aspects in every study; however, they often
use more than one. The discussed aspects of motivation are self-efficacy, self-regulation,
interest, value, and goal. The review that follows shows correlations between the
previously discussed motivational aspects in various combinations to academic
performance and mathematics performance. Before turning to this review, however, it is
helpful to briefly review the major tenets of a comprehensive motivational theory that
includes many of these constructs: the Expectancy-Value model of Eccles, Wigfield and
colleagues (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002). The Expectancy-Value model assumes that
choices that people make and paths they pursue are a joint function of their expectations
regarding the likely consequences of their actions, and their values regarding these
outcomes. People are assumed to only pursue outcomes that are highly valued and if they
believe the outcomes are likely. If both are true, people set goals to pursue these
outcomes and put into play the requisite actions. One component of value is interest,
where the prediction would be that students pursue outcomes that interest them. In the
case of STEM, for example, students would be more likely to choose a STEM major if
they find the content interesting. Other aspects of value include such things as the cost
associated with attaining the outcome (e.g., effort, expense, other things that could be
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lost) and whether society or one’s family places a premium on the outcome. Some of the
factors that affect expectations include beliefs about teachers and majors (they grade very
hard, give few As, the standards are very high) as well as student self-efficacy beliefs.
Students with low self-efficacy for attaining good grades in a STEM major, for example,
would influence their decisions to pursue this major. So, as can be seen, the ExpectancyValue model refers to goals, values, self-efficacy, and interest. In what follows, I
consider the predictive associations between these constructs and performance.
Values and goals. A study conducted by Steinmayr and Spinath (2009) examines
the different aspects of motivation (achievement motives, goal orientations, ability selfconcept, and values). Value and goal are two subcategories under motivation. The study
examined how these constructs predicted school achievement and mathematics for
eleventh and twelfth grade students in Germany. The study incorporated a variety of
motivational theories—need achievement theory, the need to achieve; expectancy-value
theory, beliefs for success in the future and values attributed to the task; and goal theory,
performance versus mastery, and approach versus avoidance—when analyzing the data.
A hierarchical regression analysis was performed with mathematics achievement
specifically and academic achievement in general. When all general motivational
variables were considered together, they explained 46% of the variance for mathematics
achievement and 28% for academic achievement. Domain-specific motivation accounted
for even more variance in each category with value alone accounted for 32.3% of the
variance. In the end, this study emphasized the importance of motivation in various
school settings. The various motivational components impacted the prediction of
academic success.
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Self-efficacy. Self-efficacy refers to a person’s beliefs about their ability or
capability to perform a particular task (Akinsola & Awofala, 2009; Bandura, 1986, 1997;
Galla & Wood, 2012). Studies have shown self-efficacy to be a strong indicator in
predicting performance in a variety of academic realms (e.g., Marsh, Walker & Dubus,
1991). As self-efficacy is domain and skill specific, many studies have examined the
connection, mostly correlational, between self-efficacy and mathematics performance
(e.g., Akinsola & Awofala, 2009; Galla & Wood, 2012; Larwin, 2010; MacPhee, Farro,
& Canetto; 2013; Pajares, 1996); however, there is little research on WP specific
mathematics self-efficacy and success in that area. The research on mathematical selfefficacy and mathematical performance reveals not only a significant relationship
between self-efficacy and mathematical performance but also strong covariate relations
amongst anxiety, gender, and working memory.
Student attitudes concerning mathematics and their ability in mathematics have
been accepted as having a predictive effect on performance. Rangappa (1994) explored
the predictive nature that student beliefs have on their mathematical achievement with a
variety of students in various areas near Bangalore, India. Findings revealed significant
differences in mathematics performance amongst students with varying self-efficacy
(low, normal, high). By comparing mean group differences, Rangappa found significant
differences amongst all three levels of self-efficacy. The findings show that those with
high self-efficacy performed better than those with normal or low self-efficacy. This is
consistent with findings from other literature (e.g., Mason & Scrivani, 2004; Pajares,
1996). The idea that students’ self-beliefs are positively correlated with achievement of
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any kind is not new; however, as self-efficacy is skill/topic specific, the strength of the
correlation may vary by topic.
Pajares (1996) investigated the topic specificity of self-efficacy when he explored
beliefs of both regular and gifted middle school students through the use of task specific
self-efficacy measures (e.g., confidence in simplifying “¼ (9m + 12n) – ½ (10m – 12n)”)
(p. 328). Students were aware they would be assessed on the same/similar problems later
on in high stakes testing conditions. Pajares’s self-efficacy measure follows Bandura’s
definition of self-efficacy more closely than other measures as self-efficacy is taskspecific and its measures should then assess the task to which it will be compared
(Bandura, 1986). A MANOVA revealed “a significant multivariate effect for group and
sex on performance, anxiety, self-efficacy,” and more (p. 331). A significant
independent direct effect was exhibited by both regular and gifted students between selfefficacy and performance when other variables— mathematics anxiety, cognitive ability,
prior mathematics achievement, self-efﬁcacy for self-regulated learning, and sex—were
controlled for. Additionally, there was a significant correlation between self-efficacy and
anxiety amongst both groups. Self-efficacy was a strong predictor of mathematics
achievement and anxiety, while anxiety was also a predictor of mathematics
performance. This further demonstrates the interactive covariate (or multivariate)
relationship between the factors and the need for not only multiple factors to be
incorporated but which factors. This implies that various academic domains should be
examining student beliefs in their fields as they are significant predictors of success.
Interest, value, and self-efficacy. Nguyen (2015) furthers the literature on
motivation in mathematics by conducting a case study of a community college’s College
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Algebra students and their passing rate. The study revealed through a mixed methods
approach and a stepwise multiple regression analysis that attention, relevance,
confidence, and satisfaction were statistically significant and together accounted for 73%
of the variance. Relevance received the strongest weight. This suggests that a students’
ability to relate to the material being taught is one of the biggest indicators of motivation.
These findings are supported by other research which shows relevance and/or interest—
“a deep personal connection to the domain, activity, or content and an eagerness to
reengage in the object of the interest over time” (O’Keefe & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2014,
p. 71)—are important motivational variables that contribute to academic success (Hidi &
Renninger, 2006; O’Keefe, 2014; Renninger, 1992, 2009). Additionally, Köller,
Baumert, and Schnabel (2001) equate interest with motivation and found that for students
reporting higher interest in mathematics not only did they tend to enroll in higher level
mathematics courses, but they also obtained higher levels of achievement. However, as
motivation, like many other factors, has been deemed topic specific, it cannot be assumed
that the relationship between motivation and WPs is the same as mathematics
achievement in general.
Value and Self-Efficacy. Gasco and Villarroel’s (2014) examination of the
association between problem solving strategies amongst 8th to 10th grade Spanish students
(N = 598) and motivation in mathematics as it applies to WPs is one of few focused on
motivation in WP solving. Students completed mathematical motivation questionnaires
addressing value, cost, and self-efficacy of mathematics based on the expectancy-value
model. They then completed three mathematical WPs following a progression of
increasing complexity. Their solutions were coded as algebraic, arithmetic, mixed, or no
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strategy/no reply. The problems as a whole were then coded as G3, three problems
solved algebraically; G2, two problems solved algebraically and one arithmetically; or
G1, those who did not solve the problems to completion. A two by two comparison of
groups versus motivational measures showed statistically significant differences.
Algebraic group (G3) students gave higher scores for value and self-efficacy than their
counterparts, while G2 and G3 students both provided higher scores in value and selfefficacy than did G1. Thus, the authors indicate a predictive power of motivation as it
relates to mathematical WP solutions. The researchers point out a predictive relationship
between motivation and mathematical achievement in these secondary students; however,
there is no indication or evidence to support that motivation has a causal effect. The
measures used have no way of indicating whether motivation caused higher achievement
or vice-versa. Additionally, the researchers have a limited scope in their study, which
overlooks other potential contributing factors. This conclusion may attribute causality to
a factor where none exists.
Self-efficacy. Despite findings showing there is a significant direct effect of selfefficacy in mathematics on mathematical performance, little research has been done on
WP success and self-efficacy. The little work that has been done shows the trend of selfefficacy as a predictive factor of mathematical success extends to the WP specific
domain. Akinsola and Awofala (2009), like most of the WP studies examined thus far,
was a study that was conducted outside of the United States. The authors examined the
relationship between mathematics achievement with WPs, self-efficacy, gender, and nonpersonal versus personal instruction amongst Nigerian senior secondary students.
Students completed four measures: (1) Mathematics WP achievement test (MAWPAT);
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(2) Mathematics WP self-efficacy scale (MAWSS); (3) Students’ interest inventory (SII);
and (4) Instructional programme on mathematics WP (IPMW).
Results of t-tests showed a significant differentiation between self-efficacy and
WP achievement amongst the control and experimental groups and gender; however,
prior to any of the self-efficacy measures or mathematical performance students were
asked demographic questions (e.g., gender, SES, etc.). Unfortunately, these questions,
when asked prior to academic tasks, can induce stereotype threat (further discussed in the
Gender section) causing the performance of minority groups, in this case female or low
SES students, to decrease simply based on the stereotype that these groups do not do as
well in mathematics (Aronson, Lustina, Good, Keough, Steele, & Brown, 1999). This
could potentially cause for lower reported self-efficacy among these groups and/or lower
performance than would have occurred, causing a self-fulfilling prophecy and inducing
false results. As this is one of few studies examining self-efficacy among WP
achievement there is clear need for additional studies with demographic information
collected following the other predictive measures. Additionally, the use of a t-test limits
the information that can be deduced from the study. A regression or MANOVA would
have allowed for more predictive conclusions based upon the larger sample.
Self-Regulation. Finally, a motivational construct that has been found highly
predictive of mathematical achievement if self-regulation. Self-regulation, the selfgenerated management and continuous adaptation of thoughts, emotions, actions, and
attention for the purpose of attaining personal goals (Blair, Ursache, Greenberg, &
Vernon-Feagans, 2014; Cleary & Chen, 2009; Zimmerman, 1989, 2000), begins effecting
academic achievement as early as kindergarten. Becker, Miao, Duncan, and McClelland
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(2014) investigated the connection between behavioral self-regulation, the behavioral
evidence of executive function (Barkley, 1997, 2011; Becker, Miao, Duncan, &
McClelland, 2014; McClelland & Cameron, 2012), and academic performance in 127
kindergarten students. The study examined the connection between visuomotor skills,
behavioral self-regulation, and executive function with academic achievement. The
researchers used a head, shoulders, knees and toes measure with an applied mathematics
problems subtest to assess participants. A structural equation model revealed selfregulation was significantly related to mathematics performance for the kindergarten
students. These findings are consistent with the research that indicated self-regulation is
strongly related to mathematics (Bull, Espy, & Wiebe, 2008; Cameron et al., 2012;
Carlson, Rowe, & Curby, 2013; Grissmer et al., 2010). Additionally, both self-regulation
and working memory, measured pre-kindergarten, have been found to significantly relate
to mathematics skills at the end of the academic year (McClelland, Cameron, Connor,
Farris, Jewkes, & Morrison, 2007; Welsh, Nix, Blair, & Nelson, 2010). These studies
illuminate the strong connection between a student’s ability to self-regulate and higher
mathematical scores early on in school.
Cleary and Chen (2009) show that self-regulation as well as other motivational
constructs vary across grade and mathematics course type. The researchers assess middle
school students (6th and 7th grade) using Self-Regulation Strategy Inventory-Self Report
(SRSI-SR), Task Interest Inventory (TII), Perceived Instrumentality Inventory (PII), Selfstandards, and second quarter mathematics course grades. Self-regulation alone did not
determine motivation. Cleary and Chen brought in task interest, the level of enjoyment
or interest one has in performing a given task (e.g., studying for a mathematics test), and
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task value, the perceived level of importance or value one has of a given task (Cleary,
2006; Cleary & Chen, 2009; Eccles, Wigfield, Flanagan, Miller, Reuman, & Yee, 1989).
Other research has shown both of these factors to correlate to student effort and
persistence (e.g., Schunk, Pintrich, & Meece, 2008; Simpkins, Davis-Kean, & Eccles,
2006). An ANOVA revealed self-regulation and other motivation constructs varied
across grade level and mathematics course type. Additionally, the importance of the
motivational aspects increased in courses with higher demands (i.e., advanced courses
versus regular).
Additionally, Briley, Thompson, and Iran-Nejad (2009) confirm the relationship
between self-regulation and mathematics persists into college. The researchers approach
the study with the idea that mathematics knowledge follows a domain specific
epistemology made up of three categories: mathematics education beliefs, beliefs about
one’s self and mathematics, and social context beliefs (De Corte et al., 2002). The
Conceptions of Mathematics Inventory-Revised (CMI-R), Self-Regulation Survey (SRS),
and standardized multiple-choice midterms and finals were administered to
undergraduate students enrolled in remedial mathematics courses (Intermediate Algebra).
The results imply that self-regulation as a whole is correlated not only to academic
achievement in general but also mathematics specifically. Student perceptions regarding
the usefulness of mathematics and multiple-source self-regulation proved to be
statistically significant predictors of mathematics achievement based on the exam grades.
The above studies verify a topic specificity in both self-regulation and other
motivation constructs. With little research conducted in WP solving and self-regulation
there is a need for WP specific self-regulation studies in order to identify exactly how
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much of WP solving variance self-regulation accounts for versus other motivational
factors.
Propensity Summary
The above literature highlights some correlations between the propensity factors
and WP performance and they also seem to be correlated with each other. For example,
many of the motivation factors are highly correlated with each other. Rather than enter
each subcomponent of certain propensity factors individually into regressions, the
decision was made to create composite scores among correlated factors within category
to reduce the power and sample size requirements of the present study. In the case of
motivation, self-efficacy, value, interest, and goal have proven to be so closely related in
prior research, as well as in factor analyses and bivariate correlations using the current
sample, that a composite score allowed for the best results. Self-regulation, however,
proved to be a variable that was independent enough that it was included as its own
factor. Anxiety, as can be seen in the literature, has proven to maintain a long-lasting
negative effect on mathematical performance and was thus included amongst the various
factors in the current study. Although working memory and reading comprehension have
been shown to effect mathematical performance in prior studies and were measured in the
present study, they were dropped from final regression analyses due to preliminary
results showing that they may be flawed (to be discussed in limitations). Therefore, the
propensity factors included in the current study consist of calculation ability, motivation,
self-regulation, anxiety, and ESL.
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Antecedent Factors
As discussed above, the third category of factors in the O-P model is antecedent
factors. Antecedent factors are theorized to be factors that explain the emergence of
opportunity and propensity factors. In particular, whereas opportunity and propensity
factors are answers to the question, “Why do some children attain higher levels of
achievement than others?”, (i.e., they were exposed to more opportunities to learn and
were more willing and able to take advantage of these opportunities), antecedent factors
are second-order answers to the follow up question, “Why were some children exposed to
more opportunities to learn and why were they more willing and able to take advantage
of these opportunities?” The main antecedent factors examined to date include gender,
race/ethnicity, family socio-economic status (SES), and parent education. In the proposed
study, I will examine the predictive relation of gender, race, and SES while controlling
for all of the aforementioned factors.
Gender
Motivation and anxiety have proven to differ based on gender (Else-Quest, Hyde,
& Linn, 2010). The 2009 Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (ACS),
showed that although 48% of the U.S. workforce was made up of female workers, only
24% of STEM employees were female (Beede, Julian, Langdon, McKittrick, Khan, &
Doms, 2011). This identifies a gap in STEM fields amongst female, which deprives them
of 33% pay increase received by females in STEM in comparison to other non-STEM
careers (Beede et al., 2011). The lack of females in STEM highlights two major
injustices: (1) for the individual, and (2) for the nation. The injustice towards the
individual (in this case, the female) is that she deserves an equal opportunity to enter the
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high prestige, well-paying careers that exist in STEM. In regards to the nation, the global
economy cannot afford to waste such a high percentage of its scientific talent. Females
are an untapped resource in STEM. This gender gap in STEM can potentially be traced
back to a disparity in gender in the mathematics classroom. In order to determine where
the gender gap in STEM careers comes from, we must first examine what causes it earlier
on. The current section examines gender and mathematics, in particular, stereotype threat
(ST), anxiety, goals, SES and their relation to achievement.
Stereotype Threat. Stereotype threat is a discomfort individuals may feel when at
risk of confirming a negative stereotype associated with their group; the fear that they
could be seen (by themselves or others) in a way that would confirm the stereotype
(Aronson, Quinn, & Spencer, 1998; Steele, 1999). A strong enough threat can interfere
with intellectual performance (Aronson, Quinn, & Spencer, 1998). This definition is not
specific to any one stereotype but rather the spectrum and although it can affect any
vulnerable group females and racial minorities are two of the biggest groups shown to
suffer from ST in academic achievement.
Aronson et al. (1998) further the psychology of the gender and racial minority ST
and academic underachievement with three links. The first link has to do with the
assumption that people want to do well. The second refers to the performancedebilitating reaction to not wanting to perform poorly. The third is the psychological
disengagement students exhibit when they need to cope with the constant threat, known
as disidentification. Disidentification is not to be mistaken with devaluing. The students
do not necessarily devalue academics but rather separate it from what they base their selfesteem on as to not diminish their self-worth or how they see themselves. These inherent
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links show how motivation and gender may be connected as predictors of achievement.
Aronson further argues ST may contribute to “defense against the chronic exposure to
ability impugning stereotype threats and the low performance” (Aronson et al., 1999, p.
30), thus provoking a disidentification from the threatened domain in order to conserve
self-esteem. This disidentification highlights the longevity of the effects of ST. The
disidentification with mathematics among female students may contribute to a gender gap
in the STEM fields.
The effects of ST in reference to gender in mathematics is often discussed in
relation to the underperformance of females to males. The literature does show that
females exhibit lower performance than males in traditional mathematics classes when
ST is induced (Cheema & Galluzzo, 2013; Lindberg & Linn, 2010). Before children
begin traditional schooling they exhibit knowledge and understanding of identities and
male/female school roles (Cvencek, Meltzoff, & Greenwald, 2011; Nosek et al., 2009).
Some may argue that females underperform in comparison to males in mathematics and
that leads to disidentification. If they are underperforming, then perhaps that means they
are in fact inferior in that field. The following shows that disidentification for females in
mathematics starts well before the underperformance does.
Cvencek, Meltzoff, and Greenwald (2011) examined the association of gender
identity with mathematics through a 2 x 2 research experiment with six to ten year-old
participants. Students identified whether females or males possessed certain attributes by
associating different words with each gender (e.g., math/artistic words with
males/females). The control groups—a set of males and a set of females—performed this
task under the pretense that males are mathematically inclined, and females are
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linguistically inclined. The experimental group performed the task with an inverted
pretense. Participants also compared themselves to characters (David or Emily) and then
another subgroup (e.g., Jessica who likes mathematics or Sarah who likes to read). It was
found that, both genders identified a stronger mathematical association with males than
females illuminating a mathematics gender stereotype. The correlations were positive
and significant, but small. The findings reveal a disparity in gender identity and
mathematics well before differences in mathematics performance emerge. Despite little
academic mathematical involvement, young children are already well aware of the
stereotype associated with gender in mathematics. The introduction of this stereotype
may be one of the key factors that contributes to an achievement gap simply in the way
students perceive their mathematics capabilities prior to the start of traditional
mathematics acquisition in school. This article shows that disidentification from
mathematics—at least for females—may not be caused by underperformance but by the
stereotype perpetuated in society.
Gender gap. Although researchers support the claim that children in a variety of
countries are aware of the gender mathematics stereotype (Cvencek, Meltzoff, &
Greenwald, 2011; Nosek et al., 2009), gender, as a predictor of mathematical
performance, is not significant once other factors (self-efficacy, anxiety, etc.) are
controlled. A cross-national meta-analysis in which the mathematics achievement of
fourteen to sixteen year old students across sixty-nine nations using Trends in
International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and the PISA was conducted by
Else-Quest, Hyde, and Linn (2010). TIMSS 2003 assessed mathematics achievement
through five content domains (Number, Algebra, Measurement, Geometry, and Data),
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while also evaluating students’ attitudes and affect by administering a questionnaire
within the exam regarding self-confidence and value of mathematics. PISA 2003
assessed mathematics achievement through four content domains (Quantity,
Space/Shape, Change/Relationship, and Uncertainty) and evaluated students’ attitudes
and affect through a questionnaire within the exam regarding extrinsic and intrinsic
motivations, anxiety, self-concept, and self-efficacy. The TIMSS results showed that
both genders performed similarly overall and little evidence was found to support the
notion that gender differences vary based upon difficulty level. Males did convey a
higher self-confidence in mathematics than females but only by a small margin. Similar
results were found based on PISA analyses. The meta-analysis shows evidence that
mathematics achievement varies minimally according to gender despite increased
mathematics attitudes and affect among males.
This study reveals that there is little achievement difference in mathematics due to
gender across nations despite the social implications that males are better at mathematics
and is supported by other literature (Cheema & Galluzzo, 2013; Lindberg & Linn, 2010).
Although the above meta-analysis shows no gender gap in mathematics, other studies
show a topic specificity to male versus female mathematics success. Despite females
surpassing males in college enrollment and graduation every year since 1982, and at the
graduate level since 1986, the enrollment in STEM programs are still male dominated
(Halpern et al., 2007). Females, also, continue to score lower than males on mathematics
sections of standardized tests including the SAT and GRE (Halpern et al., 2007). Males
have been reported to be more successful than females when assessed on measurement,
probability, and spatial components, while females outperform males in algebra,
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computation, and symbolic relationship analysis (Bart, Baxter & Frey, 1980; Fennema,
1980; Fennema & Carpenter, 1981; Pattison & Grieve, 1984; Wood, 1976). Yet other
studies suggest it is not gender itself but a combination of covariables related to gender
that causes gender disparity in mathematics. Although gender itself may not account for
a difference in mathematical performance, it may explain differences amongst a host of
other important covariables like anxiety, motivation, working memory, etc.
Gender and other factors. ST is a feeling interpreted by the target, and thus is a
difficult effect to measure; however, anxiety and working memory are aspects connected
to ST that have been studied for quite some time. Ganley and Vasilyeva (2013) focused
on females possessing higher anxiety regarding mathematics testing, which in turn
compromises the available working memory and, thus, may result in inferior
performance. The two argue that females are socialized with an emphasis on their gender
and “may become familiar with the stereotype that women are not as good at
mathematics” potentially perpetuating increased levels of anxiety regarding their own
mathematical abilities (Ganley and Vasilyeva, 2013, p. 2). By examining previous
studies that connect anxiety to low mathematics performance, females with high anxiety,
and working memory with both anxiety and mathematics performance, the researchers
looked to combine these ideas and analyze the part connection to working memory.
A sample of undergraduate students rated their worry regarding the upcoming
exam and were then tested using word and spatial recall tests. Students were asked to
solve twelve multiple choice mathematics problems. Results showed that “worry,
visuospatial working memory, and mathematics performance were all positively
correlated… verbal working memory was related to visuospatial working memory and
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worry but not math performance” (Ganley and Vasilyeva, 2013, p. 5). The study was
conducted twice rendering similar results both times. ST is the heightened anxiety based
on the fear of confirming a negative stereotype. This study finds that increased anxiety
due to the threat of the impending stereotype decreased the available working memory,
thus contributing to the underperformance of the target—in this case, females. Not only
did Ganley and Vasilyeva (2013) demonstrate the lower performance in females based on
ST but they also showed why it happened. The connection between ST, anxiety, WM
and mathematical performance in females is very relevant to the gender gap in
mathematics as it is addressing a physical explanation as to the gap itself. This article
shows that you cannot simply examine one aspect of a student (e.g., gender, race,
anxiety) to determine how they will do as many of the factors may prove to be
covariables.
Kenney-Benson, Pomerantz, Ryan and Patrick (2006) further the idea of multiple
contributing factors in relation to gender and mathematics by examining the idea that
although females underperform males on mathematics achievement tests, they obtain the
same or higher grades than their male counterparts in subjects considered stereotypically
masculine. The study hypothesizes that females are more likely to possess mastery goals
rather than males who possess performance goals; females “refrain from engaging in
disruptive behavior in the classroom” allowing the fostering of learning strategies which
lead to higher grades for females but not higher achievement. The research examines
whether approach to schoolwork is a basis for the difference in gender achievement thus
implying that motivation and self-regulation are contributing factors to gender disparities
in mathematics. Data was collected from upper middle-class students in Illinois during
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fifth grade and again in seventh grade. Researchers analyzed the data in two ways,
multivariate analysis of variance and multiple regression, and both analyses confirmed
the above hypothesis and revealed that female students did outperform male student in
mathematics in terms of grades but vice-versa in terms of testing. The findings
demonstrate, something that most other studies don’t even mention, an external
explanation for a gender difference in mathematics. This study shows that motivation,
specifically goal, may be a contributing factor when comparing gender and mathematics.
Since the disparity seems to be the longevity (i.e., STEM careers) goal differences among
gender may be a contributor to what mathematics classes female students take, how well
they do on assessments, etc.
Gender and word problems. Little research has been done focusing on the
connection between WPs and gender; however, the work that has been done reveals a
divergence between males and females. Odell and Schumacher (1999) examined
students enrolled in a 4-year business college, their attitudes towards mathematics, and
their performance. The researchers obtained a robust level of information, including, but
not limited to, high school rank, mathematics SAT scores, first semester mathematics
grades, etc. Using a thirty-five question multiple choice tests developed by the
researchers, it was found that males performed significantly higher than their female
counterparts on the WP portion. These findings suggest a potential gender gap in the WP
domain; however, since the research in this area is so minimal further research is
essential.
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Race/Ethnicity
Gender is not the only vulnerable group amidst mathematics. Racial/Ethnic
minorities have been identified as suffering from underachievement academically and
mathematically. As such, race/ethnicity is also a likely candidate to be included as an
antecedent factor. Rice, Lopez, Richardson, and Stinson’s (2013) comparisons of
racial/ethnic groups illuminate the disparities in academic achievement in proportional
representativeness. In 2009, only 12.5% of U.S. enrolled college and university students
were African American, 12.9% were Hispanic. In terms of majors, only about 5% of
Engineering majors were African American, while 67% were White (Rice, Lopez,
Richardson, & Stinson, 2013). Other research support these findings of underrepresented
minorities in STEM majors and underperformance of racial minorities on standardized
tests (e.g., Keller, 2015; NSF, 2013). These numbers show that the racial/ethnic gap in
mathematics—at least in college—is real. If this disparity is prevalent in STEM majors it
may be traced back to an ethnic gap in mathematics achievement.
Racial gap. Stereotypes in academics tend to focus on minorities be they gender
or racial minorities. In the U.S. higher education equates to more opportunities.
Education serves as an undisputable course to social equality, thus the academic
underachievement of racial minorities (e.g., black and Hispanic persons) serve as both a
social and an educational problem (Aronson et al., 2002). The underachievement of
females in mathematics means the STEM fields are overrepresented by males, but STEM
is also overrepresented by a White majority. Racial minorities are afflicted with the
anxiety of proving the negative academic stereotypes that are forced upon them just like
females.
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African American students are subject to ST and its effects of academic
underperformance. “Virtually every measure of academic achievement taken at every
level of schooling shows African Americans trailing their White counterparts.” (Aronson
et al., 2002, p. 114). Steele and Aronson (1995) look deeply into the causes of
underperformance in African American participants. They point out that African
American students are confronted with the possibility of confirming a negative societal
stereotype every time they perform academic tasks. As the threat persists students feel
the effects pressuring them to ‘protectively disidentify’ with academic achievement and
the domains that accompany it. The persistence of the threat “may pressure the person to
define or redefine the self-concept such that school achievement is neither a basis of selfevaluation nor a personal identity” (Steele and Aronson, 1995, p. 797). This academic
identity crisis is parallel to that of gender ST.
There has been a persistence of academic achievement gaps amongst black
American students at every level of schooling (Steele & Aronson, 1995). These trends
begin as early as kindergarten and persist through college despite conditions of equal
preparation or standardized test scores. Even Black students that graduate from college
do so with lower GPAs than their White counterparts (Steele and Aronson, 1995).
Studies showing that Black students did better on IQ tests when they were told it was a
test of hand-eye coordination versus those told it was a test of intellectual ability sparked
the idea for the researchers to look closer into what causes underperformance of Black
students. With a series of four studies, Steele and Aronson (1995) look into stereotype
vulnerability, the correlation between ability-diagnosticity and underperformance, and
stereotype salience and underperformance.
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It is clear that there is a racial gap in academics and there is one in mathematics
specifically. The NAEP has consistently shown white students significantly
outperforming their black and Hispanic counterparts (Campbell, Reese, O’Sullivan, &
Dossey, 1996); however, without looking at additional factors it cannot be conclusively
stated that this is because of ethnicity. Byrnes conducts a secondary analysis of the 1992
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for mathematics in order to
determine the variance attributed to ethnicity. Hierarchical regression analyses revealed
45 – 50% of the variance could be accounted for by opportunity and propensity factors,
while only 4.5% was attributed to ethnicity. The variance could be accounted for as
follows: parent education and number of parents living at home combined accounted for
12.2%, indices of exposure to learning accounted for 34.5%, motivation accounted for
6.6%, and race/ethnicity accounted for 4.5% (total = 57.8%). Byrnes does not dispute the
existence of an ethnic gap in mathematics; he, rather, highlights the covariables
contributing to its persistence. These findings suggest that there is a lot that can be done
in the classroom to remedy the current gap. This article adds to the understanding that to
obtain the best visual of what factors are attributed to a problem some factors may be
masked by others. For example, socioeconomic status could be more strongly associated
with low mathematical performance than ethnicity but if both are not included in the
analysis there would be no way of knowing.
There is little research done on the relationship of WPs and ethnicity and despite
the fact that ethnicity accounted for little variance in the above study, it could potentially
explain a more robust picture of what is going on for a student (i.e., combined with SES
or gender). For example, MacPhee, Farro, and Canetto (2013) conducted a longitudinal
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study examining academic performance and self-perception of undergraduates majoring
in STEM fields who fall in the category of underrepresented minorities (i.e., by sex, SES,
and/or ethnicity) They looked at students who fulfill one or multiple underrepresented
categories. Although female participants did not demonstrate lower performance than
males, participants with multiple STEM minority status showed significantly lower
performance than others. These findings iterate the need for a robust data set when
analyzing for academic performance.
Socioeconomic Status
Race/ethnicity is not synonymous for social standing yet both aspects are not
always examined in studies. Socioeconomic status (SES) refers to a hierarchical ranking
of an individual or family unit according to access or control of wealth, power, and/or
social status (Mueller & Parcel, 1981). There is an agreement that three main indicators
of SES are parental income, parental education, and parental occupation (Gottfried, 1985;
Mueller & Parcel, 1981). Each of these indicators can be used as a potential measure for
SES. Parent education as a measure for SES has been proven to correlate to academic
performance in a myriad of studies (e.g., Byrnes, 2003; Byrnes & Wasik, 2009; Entwisle
& Alexander, 1992). In addition to SES proving to be related to academic performance,
it has also proven to minimize the effect size of ethnic difference in mathematics
achievement when SES is controlled for (Stevenson, Chen, & Uttal, 1990). There are
many studies showing a positive correlation between SES and academic achievement
(e.g., Coe, Peterson, Blair, Schutten, & Peddie, 2013; Haveman & Wolfe, 1995;
Klebanov, Brooks-Gunn, & Duncan, 1994; Sirin, 2005; Smith, Brooks-Gunn, &
Klebanov, 1997).
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Davis-Kean examines the relationship between parent education, income, and
academic achievement in eight to twelve year old children. Using data from a crosssectional study, the 1997 Child Development Supplement of Panel Study of Income
Dynamics (PSID-CDS), the researcher used structural equation modeling to analyze the
data. The findings showed parent education influenced child achievement; however, the
impact was not the same across the two major racial groups examined (49% white, and
47% African American). For African American students both parent education and
income correlated to achievement, while for white students parent education was more
strongly correlated than income. These findings reveal a linkage between ethnicity and
SES.
Although academic performance as a whole can be correlated to SES, as
previously discussed, subcategories of education (e.g., social studies, mathematics, and
science) can have varying results. Shaw and Barbuti (2010) found that SES
disadvantaged students were underrepresented in STEM majors and more likely to switch
out. This shows a persistence of the academic disparity amongst SES and STEM fields.
The 2009 PISA results report 23% of the variance in mathematics academic achievement
is explained by SES in Chile. Navarro, Garcia-Rubio, and Olivares (2015) investigate the
connection between relative age effect, SES, and institution type have on academic
performance in eighth graders in Chile. Using the 2011 National System of Quality
Assessments in Education Survey (SIMCE) which consists of four tests (reading,
mathematics, social studies, and science) and structural equation modeling, the
researchers found that SES had a significant impact of mathematics performance. The
mathematics test, however, like many standardized mathematics tests, used in the SIMCE
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was purely multiple choice. This allows for students to guess and potentially choose
correct answers they would not have otherwise reached. By using multiple choice
assessments students with lower mathematical understanding may not be identified as
such, thus in/decreasing the actual connection to SES.
Cadigan, Wei, and Clifton (2013) confirm that SES has a positive correlation with
mathematics performance when they examine the academic achievement of Canadian
students enrolled in private school. Using the 2003 PISA data, the researchers
incorporate school variables (tuition, teacher and student morale) and student variables
(e.g., motivation, mathematics instruction time relative to overall instruction time, SES,
gender) in order to examine the relationships between them. Findings showed that
student morale, gender, and SES were all positively correlated to students’ mathematics
achievement. Additionally, when compared to Wei, Clifton, and Robert’s (2011) study
examining similar issues in Canadian public schools, the findings were similar. The
researchers in this case do not look at the problem solving and high order thinking of the
students, which would have given them a better look at no just correct or incorrect but to
what extent these variables contributed to student achievement. The research on
mathematics WPs and SES is little researched, especially in college level students.
Antecedent Summary
The above literature highlights the impact that some antecedent factors have on
student mathematical performance. Although gender has been shown to not directly
impact student mathematics performance, it has been shown to have a strong direct
connection to anxiety which in turn relates to student performance. This relationship may
illuminate an indirect relationship. Similarly, the relationship between race/ethnicity has
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been shown to have a more complicated relationship with mathematical performance
when SES is controlled for. Finally, the fact that the current study will span two
universities the mere difference in location or institution may contribute to differences in
student performance. If university proves significant, it will act as a catalyst for further
investigation as to what factors were not investigated. Therefore, the antecedent factors
included in the current study consist of gender, race/ethnicity, SES, and university.
Summary
The United States is trailing behind its industrialized counterparts in STEM
fields/careers. This is due, in part, to students’ inability to pass College Algebra courses.
One of the topics struggled with in this course is algebraic WPs. Byrnes’ O-P Model
suggests that opportunity and propensity alone do not predict a student’s academic
success. It is the combination of the two with antecedent factors that allow the best
understanding of student achievement. Using this model and the findings from the above
literature student success in WPs can be better understood.
The above literature shows that not one but many factors correlate to WP
achievement. Instruction, an opportunity factor, contains some qualities widely accepted
as characteristics of effective teaching (e.g., hours of instruction, time spent on material
versus classroom management, emphasis on conceptual thinking, active participation,
high expectation, etc.) which have been shown to have a positive impact on student
achievement. There is an ongoing debate as to the effect of mathematical calculation
ability on WP success making it a necessary factor to incorporate. There is little debate,
however, on the positive correlation between reading comprehension and WP success
with reading comprehension accounting for up to 52% of the variance in some cases.
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This high variance may be made falsely high due to the lack of other factors considered
making it necessary to reexamine the relationship. Many factors are shown to have
covariate relationships. For example, working memory is shown to correlate to other
variables such as algebraic performance, reading comprehension, etc. Mathematics
anxiety is not isolated with its strong negative correlation to mathematics achievement. It
is also shown to be correlated with working memory and gender. Motivation, a
multifaceted area, encompasses goal, interest, value, self-efficacy, and self-regulation, all
of which have been shown to effect academic performance. Finally, some antecedent
factors have been found statistically insignificant when controlling for other factors, such
as gender and race when controlling for SES.
Based on the literature it is clear that in order to obtain a better understanding as
to the relationship between the above factors and WP solution they must all be
incorporated into a model to find out how much of the variance they each truly account
for and which are stronger/more notable predictors than others.
Gaps in the Literature
There are three major gaps within the current literature regarding predictors of
success on algebraic WPs. First, the majority of the literature examines correlated factors
of mathematics performance in general and does not differentiate between calculations
and WP tasks. Second, the studies that do examine WPs focus primarily on elementary
and secondary grades. Few studies look at the persistence into college. Given that
college is the time in which students are making their major and career choices, it is a
necessary educational level in which to examine what is causing them to fail the College
Algebra course(s) deterring them from choosing STEM majors. Finally, the majority of
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the research focused on higher grades and algebraic WPs lack a sufficient number of
factors to give an accurate depiction of what is associated with the deficit in WP success.
A way to remedy the above issues would be to examine the relationship between
symbolic mathematics computation (both arithmetic and algebraic), reading
comprehension, mathematics anxiety, working memory, motivation, instruction, and
antecedent factors on algebraic WP performance amongst high school or college algebra
students. This would show not only the relationship between the factors and
mathematical WP solving but also whether they persist into college and demonstrate the
interactions of the factors with each other. This would decrease the likelihood of one
variable demonstrating the variance of itself and other contributing variables (e.g.,
reading comprehension encompassing working memory).
Future Research
The current literature review looked at various potential contributing factors of
WP solving. The studies above emphasize the multitude of influences to mathematical
achievement and their interactions with one another. Mathematical computation, reading
comprehension, working memory, mathematics anxiety, motivation, instruction, and a
variety of antecedent factors were all identified as correlational factors of mathematical
achievement and some specifically of WP solving. In order to create interventions for
addressing the WP deficit in the United States, a clear understanding of the problem is
necessary and, thus, research to obtain the understanding.
Future research can go in many directions based on the literature examined;
however, much of the literature establishes that there are multiple correlational, and
potentially predictive, factors of algebraic WP performance worth looking into.
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Korhonen, Linnanmäki, and Aunio (2012) agree that research needs to investigate how to
support students in their learning of reading and WP solution in higher grades. Larwin’s
(2010) findings suggest that the relationship between reading ability and mathematical
ability established for elementary aged students persists through high school and
potentially college. Ashcraft et al. (2002, 2007) showed higher correlations amongst
students in higher order mathematics compared to lower levels suggesting a deeper look
at algebraic WPs rather than arithmetic. Additionally, much of the reviewed literature
shows a relationship not only between the factors and mathematical achievement but also
between the factors themselves.
There continues to be an emphasis put upon students to successfully complete
college algebra in order to obtain a college degree. Unfortunately, the low passing rate
for this course persists. This issue calls for research into how to support the learning of
these students in order to increase performance. Research in this area suggests college
readiness to be a contributor to the low performance (Li, Uvah, Amin, & Okafor, 2010).
As algebraic WPs are one of the topics that students struggle with in college algebra
courses, these problems could potentially contribute to their failure. As such, there is a
clear need for research on the topic of WPs amongst college algebra students in the
United States.
Research Questions
The above are just a few examples of how previous studies are calling for further
research into factors related to algebraic WPs amongst college algebra students. Two
questions left unanswered are: (1) To what extent do antecedent (gender, race/ethnicity,
socioeconomic status, and university) and propensity factors (mathematical calculation
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ability, mathematics anxiety, self-regulation, motivation, and ESL) individually and
collectively predict success with systems of equations word problems in College Algebra
students, and (2) How do these factors relate to each other?
By answering the above questions, educators will have a better understanding of
opportunity, propensity, and antecedent factors related to student WP achievement. This
will inevitably inform interventions to remedy the mathematics WP deficit. Such an
intervention could increase nationwide mathematics scores, the number of students going
into STEM fields, and the domestic resources being used in said fields.
Experiments that include and compare several factors in a variety of conditions
would aid in giving a more comprehensive look into the predictors of mathematical WPs
success and the interactive relationships amongst the variables. This would allow a better
view of the progression and interactions discussed in Byrnes’ O-P model. By using
modified measures to look at algebraic WPs specifically in high school and/or college
algebra classes, it can be determined whether the issues that were identified in arithmetic
WPs and lower grades persist into college.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
This chapter details the design, methodology, procedures, and instruments used to
determine whether specific factors predict student success with algebraic word problems
(WP) in college algebra. After revisiting the purpose, the rationale for using a
quantitative research design to answer the questions is provided. Then, participants and
measures are detailed followed by the statistical analysis.
Purpose
The two-fold purpose of the current study is to (a) identify the factors that relate
to student success with algebraic WPs and (b) determine the relative importance of these
factors. By better understanding the factors associated with success or failure in
algebraic WPs, a theory can be developed from the pattern of results and then tested in
follow-up experimental studies. Once this theory has been confirmed, researchers,
practitioners, and policymakers can potentially create better interventions or
supplemental activities to aid students in their understanding and execution of algebraic
WPs.
Research Design
In order to best answer the above questions, the current study is a quantitative
investigation of contributing variables to WP success through the use of questionnaires,
surveys, quizzes, and later performance tests. Given that the goal of the study is to
identify the factors that relate to WP solutions and determine their relative importance as
predictors, the most appropriate design and statistical approach to examine this goal is a
regression-based analysis. As argued in an influential National Research Council
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publication (Towne & Shavelson, 2002), interventionist sciences (e.g., medicine,
epidemiology, education) normally progress from exploratory and correlational studies
that reveal predictive relationships among variables, to the development and testing of
theories that account for these relationships, to finally interventions that target the causes
of problems identified by the theory. While qualitative studies are useful for providing
increased insight into causal mechanisms and implementation issues, they are not
sufficient for identifying causal relations in the first place nor for testing theories.
As the factors being included vary, there is no single or common assessment
approach that applies to them all. For example, assessing calculation ability requires the
students to engage in processes such as setting up steps on their own to derive concrete
solutions, while measuring anxiety requires a different approach such as a questionnaire
or survey with fixed responses. These measures allow for assessment of the reliability
and validity of the questionnaires used in this study and psychometric characteristics.
The topic targeted is solving systems of equations WPs (e.g., investments,
mixtures, distance, rate, and time, etc.), a topic covered in both College Algebra 1 and 2
at many universities. This topic is one with which many students demonstrate difficulty.
It is generally covered at either the beginning or end of the semester in a one to two week
period of time and assessed via quizzes and/or midterm/final examination. Thus, this
naturally occurring problem area lends itself to the sort of exploration and theory
development described above. Additionally, systems of equations are a slightly more
complex algebraic topic that is rarely covered in prior research. Many studies examining
algebraic WP solutions look at linear equations in one variable, which are arguably
simpler than systems of equations.
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Participants
For purposes of increasing the representativeness of the sample and increasing
statistical power, the current study was conducted in two universities of varying locations
(a satellite campus located in the suburbs and a traditional four-year university located in
the city) in the northeastern portion of the United States. By studying different kinds of
schools in different locations, the researcher is able to identify if any of the variables
relate to the institutions as well as the previously identified factors. All of the following
information is based on the Fall 2015 term and the labels such as “State University” and
“Urban University” are used in this study to protect the identity of the students and
institutions. The following information for each school was collected from publicly
accessible fact books for the 2015-2016 academic year.
State University is a satellite campus in a suburban area consisting of 3,966
undergraduate and graduate students. Of these students, 53% identify as female, 49%
White, 13% Black, 17% Asian, and 11% Hispanic. Twelve percent of students scored at
or above the 75th percentile [score equivalent] on the mathematics portion of the SAT,
while 12% also scored at or above the 75th percentile [score equivalent] on the Critical
reading portion of the SAT. The typical in state non-financial aid cost of this university
is approximately $13,012 and the student to faculty ratio is approximately 17:1.
Participants from this school (n = 66) are enrolled in a College Algebra II course that
requires appropriate scoring on the mathematics placement exam or passing of College
Algebra I with a D or higher. The demographic profile of this sample is as follows:
48.5% were female, 45.4% were White, 16.7% were Black, 15.2% were Asian, 12.1%
were Hispanic, and 10.6% fell into other ethnic/racial categories. According to a
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demographic questionnaire distributed to participants (see below), , the percentages of the
sample reporting their mother’s education in specific levels were as follows: less than
high school (9%), high school graduate (28.8%), vocational/technical school (3%), some
college (19.7%), college graduate (25.8%), masters/some graduate school (7.6%), and
unknown (6.1%).
Urban University is a university in the heart of the city with a population of
38,297 undergraduate and graduate students, 52% of whom identify as female. Of these
students, 54% identify as White, 12% Black, 10% Asian, and 6% Hispanic. The average
SAT mathematics score for incoming freshman was 584, while the average SAT Verbal/
Reading score was 572. The typical in state cost is approximately $14,398 and the
student to faculty ratio is 14:1. The participants from Urban University (n = 55) are preservice teachers enrolled in a college algebra course designed for education majors. The
course requires no pre-requisite mathematics courses, nor did it require any particular
scoring on a mathematics placement exam for entry. The demographic profile of this
sample was as follows: 80% were female, 69.1% were White, 9.1% were Black, 3.6%
were Asian, 3.6% were Hispanic, and 14.5% fell into other ethnic/racial categories. In
terms of maternal education, the percentages are as follows: high school graduate
(12.7%), some college (25.5%), college graduate, (32.7%), masters (23.6%),
Ph.D./professional degree (3.6%), and other (1.8%).
Table 3.1 shows that the gender breakdown of the Urban University class is not
consistent with the university; however, this may be due to the ‘education major’
requirement to be in the course (i.e., more females go into education than do males). The
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table also lists descriptive statistics on the main predictor variables and outcome variable
(described later) to give a sense of the comparability of the two university samples.
An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare the students at each
university in anxiety, motivation, self-regulation, working memory, and calculation
ability. Significant differences were found in scores for motivation, t(119) = 2.65, p <
.05; self-regulation as indexed by homework completion, t(119) = -2.67, p < .01; and
calculation ability t(119) = -2.78, p < .01; These results indicate that students in the two
universities possessed different levels of prior knowledge and propensity towards
mathematics. The students from the State University sample possessed significantly
higher levels of motivation. The students from Urban University, however, possessed
significantly higher self-regulation as determined by homework, higher working memory,
and higher calculation ability. The above preliminary analysis shows a significant
difference between the sample populations. These findings are further discussed and
assess in the results section using hierarchical multiple regression.
Students of varying year in both abovementioned College Algebra courses were
invited to participate in the study as a part of the course. Completion of the measures was
required as a small portion of their participation grade and a quiz grade; however, release
of the data was optional. The ethnic and socioeconomic make up of each area varies and,
thus, the participants from each school were representative of their respective
geographical locations. The use of these two different schools allowed for control of SES
within the quantitative aspect of the study as none of the schools run the gamut
independently.
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Table 3.1
Demographic Characteristics Between Universities (N = 121)
State University
(n = 66)

Urban University
(n = 55)

34 (51.5%)
32 (48.5%)

11 (20%)
44 (80%)

30 (45.4%)
11 (16.7%)
10 (15.2%)
8 (12.1%)
7 (10.6%)

38 (69.1%)
5 (9.1%)
2 (3.6%)
2 (3.6%)
8 (14.5%)

17.24
6.53

18.16
6.38

82.87**
22.49

91.95**
12.49

14.39*
1.49

15.04*
1.95

1.26
.64

1.46
.61

14.91*
3.35

16.58*
3.21

Gender
Male
Female
Ethnicity
White
Black
Asian
Hispanic
Other
Anxiety
M
SD
Self-Regulation_Hwk
M
SD
Working Memory
M
SD
Reading Comprehension
M
SD
Calculation
M
SD
Note: *p < .05. **p < .01.

Instruments and Measures
The present study includes questionnaires, quizzes, and later performance tests
primarily completed in person, though with one online, in an attempt to increase the
sample to maintain statistical power. The determination of whether a measure was to be
administered in person or online was dictated by the type of measure and whether being
present or not would affect results. Each measure and justification is detailed below
according to whether they are propensity or antecedent factors.
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As previously mentioned, due to the sample and environmental constraints of the
study, no opportunity measures were included. Instruction was controlled for with both
instructors utilizing the same examples and techniques. The instruction of the material
was discussed by both instructors prior to delivery and taught as similarly as possible
using the same examples and techniques; however, environmental factors made it
impossible for the instruction to be identical. For example, Instructor A taught the
systems of equations and their applications material over the course of five fifty-minute
classes spanning almost two weeks. Instructor B taught the same material over the
course of two seventy-minute classes spanning less than one week. Additionally, the
material was taught at different times in the semester. At State University, the material
was amongst the first chapter covered, a review chapter, with little material taught prior.
Meanwhile, Urban University students covered the same material in the third chapter,
after a review chapter and a chapter covering linear equations. They had seen application
problems similar using only one equation in the previous chapter. Both instructors
emphasized identifying quantitative relationships based on the context (e.g., when you
have two accounts with money and you are given the total we can deduce a part-whole
relationship, part + part = whole or x + y = total). Both instructors allowed the freedom
of the class/students to choose how they wanted to set up the problems. Instruction was
video recorded and viewed in order to compare the two instructional styles and material
covered. Each instructor was considered an independent variable to assess for variability
as they cannot teach the same. In addition, the time frame difference (5 sessions over 2
weeks versus 2 longer sessions within one week) and additional prerequisite coverage
means the manner in which the content was delivered varied as well.
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Propensity Measures
The propensity factors examined (pre-requisite knowledge, both calculation and
reading comprehension, working memory, motivation, and anxiety) are discussed below.
Calculation. A calculation quiz was administered to students in order to assess
both their arithmetic and algebraic computation ability before specific instruction on
solving systems of equations commences sans calculator. The questions were derived
from the foundational arithmetic and algebraic concepts and skills requisite to solving
systems of equations in order to determine what prior mathematics knowledge students
had of systems of equations. For example, arithmetic calculations would assess
understanding of additive inverse, while algebraic would assess solving a linear equation.
This measure was derived from a university mathematics placement exam. The
Cronbach’s alpha for the test as a whole was found to be α = 0.714; however, the exam as
a whole was not used. Instead only the items requisite for setting up and solving systems
of equations were used (e.g., multiplying decimals, multiplying integers, finding additive
inverses). The Cronbach’s alpha for the items being used came to α = 0.721. The
assessment was administered in person in order to ensure fidelity. Additionally, a paper
and pencil assessment is more authentic to how students are assessed in mathematics.
The calculation measure is shown in Appendix C and was administered without
calculators to ensure that it measured students’ mathematical ability and not calculator
skills.
The maximum score on this measure was 23; as can be seen in Table 3.1, the
State sample attained a mean that was 64.78% of the maximum; the Urban sample
attained a mean that was 72.09% of the maximum, suggesting students attending Urban
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University came in with higher calculation ability. The scores in both universities ranged
approximately between 5-22 correct responses showing that all students had at least a
mediocre understanding of mathematics calculations. Finally, internal consistency
revealed the calculation measure to be acceptable with α = .72. This shows that the
calculation measure was highly reliable.
Reading Comprehension. Reading comprehension was measured using items
from a retired/practice SAT. The assessment included two reading passages on which
students were required to answer three questions of varying difficulty levels (from easy to
hard). Secondly, students were required to answer complete three sentences by choosing
the appropriate word based on the context. These tasks also varied difficulty (easy to
hard). The questions used can be found in Appendix D. The maximum score on this
measure was 6; however, a factor analysis revealed that not all items loaded.
In order to check the overall reading comprehension validity, multiple analyses
were conducted. First, a subsample of 29 students were used to find the reading
comprehension’s correlation to SAT Verbal/Reading. The results revealed the two
results were not correlated highly, nor was the correlation significant. Secondly, a factor
analysis was conducted using the reading comprehension items. The factor analysis
revealed 4 of the 6 items loaded on the same factor. The other 2 items either loaded on
another factor or did not load and were thus dropped. The remaining items were then
multiplied by their factor and a composite score was used. Internal consistency revealed
α = .45 for 4 items. This reveals the reading comprehension measure used is acceptable;
however, based on the comparison to the SAT scores, we know the measure could be
improved. The maximum score was 2.40 after accounting for factor loadings. As seen in
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Table 3.1, there was no significant difference between means. Due to the unacceptable
nature of this measure, and the fact that it was not a significant predictor when included
in the hierarchical multiple regression, it was eventually dropped from the propensity
factors in this study.
Working Memory. Some of the above and following measures were best
administered in person for various reasons; however, some factors were better assessed
online. For example, although working memory can be assessed in person, it is neither
feasible nor necessary to assess working memory in person when there are many working
memory assessments online available. Students were evaluated on working memory
outside of class using an online working memory battery developed based on Julia
Englund and colleagues’ (2014) Working Memory Battery (WOMBAT). Englund et
al.’s online tool was replicated and used to evaluate students’ working memory using
backwards digit span, which is part of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (Wechsler,
1955) and is considered a normal test (Case, 1974; Talbi, 1990; Johnstone, Hogg, &
Ziane, 1993). Internal consistency for the WOMBAT as a whole was calculated and the
Cronbach’s alpha came to α = 0.90. Additionally, it was calculated for each individual
subtest. The current study only uses the backward digit span to measure working
memory; forward span is said to measure storage or short term memory only, not
working memory. In this study, the WM measure had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.85. These
values suggest acceptable reliability of the test as a whole and the isolated measure of
backwards digit span. By performing this task online, it allowed all students to
participate in a timely manner. As can be seen in Table 3.1, the two means of 14.01 and
15.34 suggest that the participants made between 5 – 6 mistakes in the backward digit
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span. Along with reading comprehension, working memory was eventually dropped due
to it not correlating with any other factors nor predicting at any stage.
Motivation, Anxiety, and Self-Regulation Survey (MASS.). Participants completed
a 42-item survey (see Appendix B) measuring various aspects of motivation (goal,
interest, value, self-efficacy, and self-regulation) and anxiety. The completion of the
survey occurred prior to the beginning of the systems of equations unit. The survey was
administered and completed in-person and addressed students’ feelings regarding their
motivation and anxiety in mathematics using a paper and pencil instrument.
The motivation portion of the survey addressed self-efficacy, interest, values,
goals, and self-regulation in order to obtain a holistic understanding of student motivation
regarding mathematics. The survey was largely adapted from Eccles, Wigfield, and
colleagues (Eccles et al., 1993; Wigfield & Eccles, 2000; Wigfield & Cambria, 2010;
Wigfield & Meece, 1988). A portion of the anxiety questions, however, were adapted
from Richardson and Suinn’s (1986) abbreviated mathematics anxiety rating scale (AMARS), which has been proven to yield “scores that correlate well with scores obtained
using the original test and also has very acceptable test-retest reliability” (Ashcraft, 2002,
p. 181). Newton (2009) used an adaptation of Eccles et al.’s survey questions with
undergraduate students proving the potential use with this population. The selfregulation portion of the survey contains six items measuring to what extent students
regulate and plan their cognition. This measure’s validity and reliability is supported by
many studies (e.g., Middleton & Midgley, 2002; Patrick, Ryan, & Kaplan; 2007; Turner,
Meyer, Midgley, & Patrick, 2003). Appendix B lists the questions used on the combined
instrument. The questions/statements in the surveys addressed the students’ feelings
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towards mathematics using a 5 or 7-point Likert scale, depending on the category. An
example item is “For me, being good at math is:” with a Likert scale, ranging from 1=
“Not at all important” to 7 = “Very important.” The 42-item survey encompassed
questions/statements from each of the previously mentioned categories in a randomized
mixed order.
To obtain the most accurate results from the survey questions a factor analysis
was run for each category and then again as a whole. The minimum amount of data for
factor analysis was satisfied, with a final sample size of 121, providing a ratio of over 12
cases per variable. The primary purpose of the factor analysis was to identify the items
that loaded on the same factor in order to eliminate poor quality results and eventually
compute a composite score motivation. Table 3.2 shows the loadings for each of the
categories.
The anxiety questions all loaded onto one factor; however, one question was
dropped that did not load above .4. The anxiety factor accounted for more than 60% of
the variance. The goal questions split into three factors; however, the second and third
contained only two, and three questions, respectively. These questions were dropped due
to the loading and low inter-item correlations. The first factor accounted for more than
38% of the variance, while the following two accounted for less than this combined.
The factor analyses showed the interest questions loaded onto two factors. The
first contained three questions, while the second only contained one. The first factor
accounted for more than 50% of the variance. The question loading on the second factor
was dropped. All value questions loaded onto one factor with all questions loading with a
factor of .4 or higher. This accounted for more than 55% of the variance. The self-
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efficacy questions loaded onto two factors with the initial factor accounting for more than
55% of the variance and the second accounting for only 14%. Additionally, the second
factor had only two of the seven questions loading with a factor above .4. Both questions
were dropped due to the lower loadings. Finally, the self-regulation questions split into
two factors; however, the second contained a mix of positive and negative factor
loadings. This measure of self-regulation was inevitably dropped from the final analysis
as it did not prove to account for enough of the variance and was replaced with another
self-regulations measure.
The self-regulation alternative, here after referred to as Homework SelfRegulation, is based on student homework grade. The students in both universities
utilized online homework through either MyMathLab or WebAssign. Both instructors
allowed up to 99 attempts of each problem assigned. The overall homework score
accounted for approximately 15% of the overall course grade in both classes. Students
had access to additional helpful tools, such as ‘help me solve this’ where the program
would guide them through the problem and then replace the homework question with a
similar type. Homework grade works as a measure of self-regulation in this case as
students are able to try the questions until they obtain the correct answer. They were also
encouraged in both classes to come in to office hours for homework help if needed.
Therefore, homework grade and completion, besides being an assessment for skill, also
proves to be a measure of persistence and self-regulation.
The motivational categories were so highly correlated (e.g., self-efficacy and
interest had a correlation of .70 with p < .01) that they were combined into one composite
motivation score. A factor analysis was run with all of the final survey questions
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combined from the aforementioned factor analysis to ensure that all of the questions
being included addressed motivation in general. Four factors were loaded on; however,
the last 2 included only 3 questions. Those questions were dropped and the first 2 factors
composed the motivation questions to be included. The questions used were multiplied
by their factors loadings to create a motivation composite score that is used in the
hierarchical multiple regression.
In order to gain a better understanding of the reliability of the measures used,
internal consistency was found. The MASS consisted of 42 items assessing student
motivation via goals, interest, value, and self-efficacy, and self-regulation, in addition to
anxiety. Based on the factor analysis some questions from the survey were dropped.
Additionally, the self-regulation portion was dropped due to various reasons. Based on
the remaining items the motivation measure (17 items; α = .91) was found highly reliable.
Table 3.2
Factor Loadings for Motivation, Anxiety, and Self-Regulation Survey (MASS) (N = 121)

Anxiety

1

Question 3

.81

Question 8

.85

Question 18

.90

Question 19

.78

Question 36

.82

Question 37

.38

1

2

3

Question 5

.50

.39

-.60

Question 6

.67

-.18

.07

Question 10

.16

.54

.60

Question 16

.47

.48

-.49

Question 17

.18

.71

.34

Question 22

.32

.50

.35

Question 23

.78

-.15

.10

Goal

1

2

1

1

2

1

2
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Table 3.2, continued

Question 28

.54

.31

-.50

Question 29

.86

-.25

-.02

Question 32

.80

-.28

.11

Question 34

.83

-.09

.20

Question 35

.77

-.26

.22

Interest
Question 1

.88

-.34

Question 14

.82

-.44

Question 38

.43

.76

Question 41

.65

.51

Value
Question 12

.81

Question 20

.73

Question 24

.86

Question 25

.85

Question 26

.57

Question 27

.79

Question 42

.55

Self-Efficacy
Question 2

.91

-.07

Question 7

.77

-.03

Question 11

.85

-.32

Question 15

.78

-.17

Question 21

.89

-.09

Question 39

.42

.65

Question 40

.43

.69

Self-Regulation
Question 4

.42

.57

Question 9

.29

.46

Question 13

.36

-.74

Question 30

.81

-.12

Question 31

.70

-.27

Question 33

.67

.26

Note. Each column represents a factor that was loaded on. Each question can be found in
Appendix B. Bold values are adequate factor loadings above .4
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Antecedent Measures
The antecedent factors to be examined (SES, gender, race/ethnicity, and
University) were reported by participants at the end of the study. Student status as an
English as a Second Language learner (a propensity factor) was also reported via survey
after the fact. Students completed a survey in person using paper and pencil regarding
their SES and other demographic information. Students reported on SES through
parental education. They reported gender, race/ethnicity, and ESL as well. By having
students report on gender, SES, race/ethnicity, and ESL, after the completion of the WP
and calculation aspects, the likelihood of stereotype threat causing poor performance was
reduced (Aronson, Lustina, Good, Keough, Steele, & Brown, 1999). For the purpose of
power and based on prior literature that shows White and Asian students tend to
outperform their underrepresented minority (Black, Hispanic, etc.) counterparts in many
areas of mathematics, two racial groups were used in the current study: White and Asian
students versus underrepresented minorities (Byrnes, 2008). The demographic questions
can be found in Appendix F.
Primary Outcome measure: Later Word Problem Performance
Byrnes’ O-P model refers to how opportunity, propensity, and antecedent factors
effect later performance. In the current study, the later performance being assessed is
student performance on system of equations WPs. After instruction of solving systems of
equations and their applications was complete, students were administered an assessment
on the material covered, including a systems of equation WP quiz. This was
administered in class as part of their course grade. The quiz served as the WP success
measure. The content of the WPs varied from finance to chemistry. For example, there
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was a WP on monetary investments. You inherit $5,000 dollars and decide to invest it in
two separate accounts. The first pays 6% interest annually, while the second pays 8%.
You earn $360 in interest after the first year. How much money did you invest in each
account? There were also problems unrelated to money and more focused towards
science such as, You are mixing a 15% glucose solution with a 35% glucose solution.
This mixture produces 35 liters of 19% glucose solution. How many of each solution are
you using to create the final solution? By varying the contextual aspect of the WPs, it
allowed the student’s ability to solve them to show more than simple “plug and chug.”
Additionally, the wording was comprised of you and yours to avoid gender salience
further avoiding stereotype threat. Students were asked to complete six systems of
equations WPs of varying type without a calculator to ensure integrity of the answers
(i.e., to show they are not dependent on a calculator) in a 50 minute time period. This
measure was given as a quiz the class period after the section had been taught. The full
measure can be found in Appendix E.
Originally, it was assumed that most participants would be able to complete six
systems of equations problems in one 55-minute class period. However, the majority
could only complete an average of 4. As students did not all complete the same four
problems, all items were included in the analysis. Both word problem set-up (α = .78)
and word problem correctness (α = .74), proved highly reliable, indicating they were
acceptable measures.
Procedure
Students were presented with the calculation measure, reading comprehension
measure, and Motivation, Anxiety, and Self-Regulation Survey (MASS) in randomized
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order (instructor passed out each one to every third student based on where they sat in
class) when students were finished they came up and were given a different measure.
Students in State University had two 50-minute time periods to finish the measures while
those in Urban University had one 70 minute time period; however, all students were
given as much time as needed. No one was rushed. All Urban University students were
able to complete the measures within one class period. Approximately 59% of State
University students completed the measures in one class period, but for those that did not
have time to complete the third measure; they completed it the next class period. No
measures were left unfinished to be completed another day. Each measure was
completed entirely in one sitting. An independent sample t-test revealed there was no
significant difference in means for the calculation or reading comprehension scores for
State University students who took one versus two class periods to complete the
measures.
Instruction of systems of equations and their applications were in the classes to
follow. State university students were presented with four 50 minute classes devoted to
systems of equations and their applications, while Urban University students were
presented with two 70-minute classes covering the same material. Upon completion of
the material (the following class period) students were administered a six question
systems of equation applications quiz. All students had 55 minutes to complete the quiz
regardless of institution. Within the next week, students completed the online working
memory battery as well as the demographic information survey.
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Data Analysis
To examine the predictive relationships between antecedent and propensity
factors on WP performance, hierarchical multiple regressions were conducted in which
factors in each category were entered as a block. For uniformity and to identify to what
extent each category (antecedent and propensity) predicted the later performance, the
blocks followed the O-P model. Each category of factors was entered in all possible
orders (antecedent and then opportunity, and vice-versa) to determine the unique variance
added by each new block as proposed. The varying orders in which the regression is run
shows the relative importance of set of predictors. Multiple orders are used to show how
much variance a category of predictors explains when the other category is controlled.
This allows for identification of which category (antecedent or propensity) or factor is
more important when the other is controlled for. For example, if antecedent explains 10%
more after propensity is controlled, but propensity explains 40% more after antecedent is
controlled, this shows that propensity is more important.
The performance test was coded two ways: (1) correct setup versus incorrect set
up, and (2) correct versus incorrect answers. For the set-up portion, students received
scores of 2 if they demonstrated knowledge of both equations requisite to solve the
problems using systems of equations, 1 for one correct equation, and 0 for neither. For
the correctness portion, students received a score of 1 if they obtained the correct
solution, and 0 if they did not. This information was used to determine at what level of
WP completion students begin to falter. Based on these possibilities the regression was
run with WP set-up as the dependent variable and again with WP correctness as the
dependent variable. The reason behind this that a student may set the problem up
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correctly but due to a calculation error or other reason, end up with the wrong answer.
WP performance cannot simply be determined by correct or incorrect answers, as the
purpose of the study is to examine student understanding. Understanding can exist within
an incorrect answer and, therefore, must be accounted for.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The results are organized as follows: In the first section, descriptive statistics are
presented on the predictor and outcome variables. In the second section, the primary
analyses pertinent to the research questions are presented. These results are organized
beginning with the results for WP set-up followed by those for WP correctness.
Descriptive Statistics
Table 4.1 shows sample means, standard deviations, and correlations for the noncategorical factors. The table shows many statistically significant correlations of varying
degree. The discussion of said correlations are organized by type (antecedent,
propensity, or later performance). Some of the noteworthy correlations are as follows.
Categorical antecedent factors such as gender, race, university, or propensity
factors such as English as a second language cannot be correlated with non-categorical
factors, thus, they were not included in the correlations table. However, these factors will
be discussed in the hierarchical multiple regression analysis and were discussed in the
Methods chapter regarding the t-test results. The one non-categorical antecedent
variable, mother education, is shown in Table 4.1 to correlate positively with calculation
(r = .22, p < .05) signifying that students who come from homes with higher mother
education, and thus higher socioeconomic status had higher calculation ability. A
medium positive correlation was also revealed between mother education and both WP
set-up (r = .35, p < .01) and WP correctness (r = .32, p < .01). This reveals that students
from higher SES households did significantly better on the later performance measure
than did their lower SES counterparts.
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Table 4.1
Correlations Between Variables (N = 121)

Variable
Antecedent
1. Mother Ed
Propensity
2. Anxiety
3. Motivation
4. S-Regulation
5. Calculation
Later Performance
6. WP Set Up
7. WP Correct

M (SD)

1

2

3

4

5

6

-.05
.01
.13
.22*

-.55**
-.03
-.34**

.02
.21*

.19*

.35** -.32**
.32** -.33**

.12
.14

.47** .54**
.37** .57** .74**

6.93 (2.38)
17.66 (6.45)
48.74 (9.97)
87.00 (19.10)
15.67 (3.38)
8.03 (3.21)
2.55 (1.84)

Note. * p < .05 and ** p < .01

The propensity factors mainly correlated highly with other propensity factors. All
significant anxiety correlations were negative. Specifically, anxiety was negatively
correlated at a high level with motivation (r = -.55, p < .01) suggesting that students with
high anxiety have low motivation with respect to mathematics. Anxiety had medium
negative correlation with calculation (r = -.34, p< .01), WP set-up (r = -.32, p< .01), and
WP correctness (r = -.33, p¸< .01). These results suggest that students with high anxiety
possess low mathematical calculation ability and performed poorly on both aspects of the
later performance test.
Homework self-regulation proved to range from medium to high positive
correlations with both WP set up and WP correctness. Homework self-regulation showed
a high positive correlation to WP set-up (r = .47, p < .01) and a medium positive
correlation to WP correctness (r = .37, p < .01). These findings reveal that self-regulated
students were better able to both set-up and correctly solve the WPs.
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Calculation ability was previously shown to positively correlate with SES and
motivation. Calculation ability proved to have the largest number of significant
correlations than did any other single antecedent or propensity factor as it correlated
significantly with every other factor. It was shown to be negatively correlated with
anxiety (see above) showing that students with high mathematics anxiety possess a lower
calculation ability. Otherwise, calculation ability showed significant positive correlations
with motivation (see above), homework self-regulation (r = .19, p < .05), WP set-up (r =
.54, p < .01), and WP correctness (r = .57, p < .01). These correlations reveal that
students with high calculation ability tend to come from higher SES homes, possess
higher motivation towards mathematics, and homework self-regulation. Students with
high calculation ability were able to not only set-up the WPs but also correctly obtain the
answer. One of the highest correlations, other than WP set-up and WP correctness, was
between calculation ability and the later performance. This suggests that calculation
ability may present as a significant predictor.
In summary, calculation ability correlated significantly with more individual
factors than did any other antecedent or propensity factor. These findings reveal that
calculation ability is connected to many other factors. Anxiety was negatively correlated
with many of the other factors suggesting a negative effect on student performance. The
results have implications for the regression results to be described next. It is of interest in
the latter analyses to see which of the variables that correlated positively with word
problem success will remain significant after control for other variables.
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Analyses Pertinent to Research Questions
Hierarchical multiple regressions were conducted with two different dependent
variables: (1) word problem set-up and (2) word problem correctness. The regressions
were run based on the theoretical framework with three different blocks—(a) antecedent
and (b) propensity—run in every order possible to further illuminate the quantitative
relationships between the factors and their importance. Despite the varying orders, the
always-significant predictors did not change. While the results for different orders were
essentially the same, the results also showed that the always-significant predictors for WP
set-up differ from those for WP correctness. These results are discussed below.
Word Problem Set Up
In line with the first research question, the hierarchical multiple regression
examines to what extent propensity (mathematical computation skills, mathematics
anxiety, motivation, self-regulation, and ESL), and antecedent factors (gender,
race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and university) relate to success with systems of
equations word problems. First, we look at how these variables relate to the set-up of the
word problem. This refers to the student’s ability to create a cohesive system of
equations. Students received a score of 0 for no correct equation, 1 for setting up one
necessary equation, and 2 for both necessary equations.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of student work where they were able to set up both
equations requisite for the solution of the problem (i.e., set-up score of 2). As can be
seen the student was able to create an equation to represent the part-whole relationship
between the amount of money in the accounts (𝑥 + 𝑦 = 5,000) as well as an equation
representing the part-whole relationship between the amount of money earned from
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interest (. 06𝑥 + .08𝑦 = 360). S/he then utilized the elimination method to find the
amount of money in each account.

Figure 4.1 Student Work Set-Up Score 2
Figure 4.2 shows an example of student work where they were able to set up one
equation requisite for the solution of the problem (i.e., set-up score of 1). This student
was able to create the equation representing the part-whole relationship of the money
invested but failed to show the relationship for the interest earned. This made it difficult
to solve the problem causing him/her to be left with an incomplete solution.

Figure 4.2 Student Work Set-Up Score 1
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Figure 4.3 shows an example of student work where they were unable to set up
either equation requisite for the solution of the problem (i.e., set-up score of 0). The
students work shows aspects of part-whole understanding when they attempted to add
certain components together; however, the relationships shown do not accurately reflect
those from the application problem.

Figure 4.3 Student Work Set-Up Score 0
Table 4.2 shows the results of the hierarchical multiple regression when the order
was antecedent and then propensity (in line with the O-P model). Despite running all
possible orders of the three categories, the findings were consistent amongst alwayssignificant predictors (i.e., those found in Model 2 of each table). Although some
predictors were found significant initially, not all of them remained significant after
controlling for all other variables. Those that remained significant in Model 2, where all
factors are incorporated, were identified as “always significant.” The variables that were
dropped to non-significance after controls are called “confounded” predictors here.
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Table 4.2
Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Word Problem Set-Up
Using Order 1: Antecedent then Propensity (N = 121)
Variable
Antecedent
Gender
Race
Mother Education
University
Propensity
ESL
Anxiety
Motivation
Self-Regulation
Calculation
R2
Change in R2
F for change in R2
Note: *p < .05. **p

B
0.03
1.23
0.21
2.52

Model 1
SE B
βeta
0.55
0.55
0.12
0.59

0.00
0.18
0.16
0.39

t-value
0.05
2.24*
1.77
4.30**

.277
.277
11.102**

B

Model 2
SE B
βeta

t-value

-0.62
0.37
0.11
1.49

0.47
0.45
0.10
0.51

-0.09
0.06
0.08
0.23

-1.34
0.83
1.09
2.93**

-0.76
-0.12
0.00
0.05
0.29

0.59
0.04
0.03
0.01
0.07

-0.10
-0.24
0.00
0.30
0.30

-1.30
-2.90**
0.03
4.47**
4.29**
.574
.297
15.449**

< .01.

In Model 1, it is shown that underrepresented minorities (i.e., Black, Hispanic,
and Other racial groups) performed worse in relation to the White and Asian students (β
= .18, p < .05). Additionally, students attending Urban University were predicted to do
better than their State University counterparts (β = .39, p < .01). However, when
propensity factors were included, in Model 2, race dropped out as a significant predictor
indicating that when propensity factors were incorporated, race did not significantly
predict student ability to set-up the system of equations.
University, on the other hand, persisted as a significant predictor (β = .23, p
< .01). Additionally, the always-significant propensity factors positively predictive of
word problem set-up were anxiety, β value of -.24, p < .01, homework self-regulation, β
value of .30, p < .01, and calculation ability, β value of .30, p < .01. This shows that low
anxiety and higher calculation ability are predictive of students better setting up the
system of equations requisite for solving the WPs presented. Additionally, students who
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turned in more homework on time and received high scores or persisted until they did,
also did better on WP set-up.
As noted above, the propensity and then antecedent order of hierarchical multiple
regression revealed different confounded factors (as can be seen in Table 4.3); however,
the always-significant factors that remained into Model 2 were consistent across all
orders. Table 4.3 reveals that without the incorporation of the antecedent factors, all
propensity factors, other than motivation, are significantly predictive.
Table 4.3
Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Word Problem Set-Up
Using Order 2: Propensity then Antecedent (N = 121)
Variable
Propensity
ESL
Anxiety
Motivation
Self-Regulation
Calculation
Antecedent
Gender
Race
Mother Education
University
R2
Change in R2
F for change in R2
Note: *p < .05. **p

B
-1.61
-0.09
-0.01
0.06
0.35

Model 1
SE B
βeta
0.57
0.04
0.03
0.01
0.07

-0.20
-0.19
-0.02
0.36
0.37

t-value
-2.84**
-2.29*
-0.24
5.36**
5.06**

B

Model 2
SE B
βeta

t-value

-0.76
-0.12
0.00
0.05
0.29

0.59
0.04
0.03
0.01
0.07

-0.10
-0.24
0.00
0.30
0.30

-1.30
-2.90**
0.03
4.47**
4.29**

-0.62
0.37
0.11
1.49

0.47
0.45
0.10
0.51

-0.09
0.06
0.08
0.23

-1.34
0.83
1.09
2.93**
.574
.077
5.033**

.496
.496
22.656**
< .01.

The incorporated antecedent and propensity factors accounted for a total of 57.4%
of the variance of word problem set-up. The varying orders in which the factors were run
shows that despite order propensity factors account for the highest variance ranging from
29.7 – 49.6%, followed by antecedent factors ranging from 7.7 – 27.7%.
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Word Problem Correctness
After looking at the set-up for word problems, the predictive relationship between
the factors and WP correctness can next be examined. Correctness refers to the student’s
ability to find the correct answer to the WP presented. Students received a score of 0 for
incorrect answers, and 1 for correct answers regardless of how they solved the problem
(i.e., using systems of equations, guess and check, etc.).
Figure 4.4 shows an example of student work where s/he was correctly able to
obtain the solutions using a system of equations and the substitution method (e.g., a
correctness score of 1). The student in this example created an equation representing the
relationship between the number of bills (e.g., 𝑥 + 𝑦 = 25) as well as an equation
representing the amount of money from each type of bill (e.g., 10𝑥 + 20𝑦 = 370).
Through the use of the substitution method, s/he was able to find the number of each type
of bill.

Figure 4.4 Student Work Correct Score 1 with System of Equations
Figure 4.5 shows an example of student work where s/he was correctly able to
obtain the solutions using alternate means (e.g., a correctness score of 1). This student
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guessed the number of bills of each type and using the multiplicative and part-whole
relationships was able to find which set of bills worked out to the correct number of bills
and amount of money. This method shows a level of understanding of the quantitative
relationships but a lack of understanding of the systems of equations.

Figure 4.5 Student Work Correct Score 1 with Guess and Check

Figure 4.6 shows an example of student work where s/he was unable to obtain the
correct solutions (e.g., a correctness score of 1). In this example the student was able to
correctly set up both equations requisite for finding the final solution; however, his/her
method of solving the system resulted in an incorrect solution.

Figure 4.6 Student Work Incorrect Score 0
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Table 4.4 shows the results of the hierarchical multiple regression when the order
was antecedent and then propensity (in line with the O-P model). Similar to WP set-up,
the findings were consistent amongst always-significant predictors regardless of order
(i.e., those found in Model 2 of each table). The confounded predictors that dropped to
not significant after controls did change with each model, however.
Table 4.4
Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Word Problem
Correctness Using Order 1: Antecedent then Propensity (N = 121)
Variable
Antecedent
Gender
Race
Mother Education
University
Propensity
ESL
Anxiety
Motivation
Self-Regulation
Calculation
R2
Change in R2
F for change in R2

B
0.28
0.76
0.13
1.11

Model 1
SE B
βeta
0.33
0.33
0.07
0.35

0.08
0.19
0.16
0.30

t-value
0.85
2.29*
1.77
3.15**

B

Model 2
SE B
βeta

t-value

-0.10
0.35
0.05
0.50

0.29
0.28
0.06
0.32

-0.03
0.09
0.07
0.14

-0.35
1.26
0.86
1.56

-0.58
-0.06
0.00
0.02
0.21

0.37
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.04

-0.13
-0.19
0.01
0.20
0.38

-1.59
-2.14*
0.07
2.79**
5.01**

.202
.202
7.332**

.494
.292
12.831**

Note: *p < .05. **p < .01.

In Model 1, it is shown that underrepresented minorities performed worse in
relation to White and Asian students (β = .19, p < .05). Additionally, students from
Urban University outperformed their State University counterparts (β = .30, p < .01).
However, both of these factors fell out of significance when the propensity factors were
introduced. Model 2 reveals that anxiety (β = -2.14, p < .05), self-regulation (β = 2.79, p
< .01), and calculation ability (β = 5.01, p < .01) were all significant predictors of WP
correctness. Given the negative coefficient for anxiety, these findings suggest that higher
levels of anxiety corresponded to fewer problems solved, even controlling for self-
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regulation, calculation ability, and antecedent factors. Conversely, higher levels of selfregulation and calculation ability were associated with better WP performance controlling
for all other factors.
As previously noted, the propensity–then–antecedent order of hierarchical
multiple regression revealed different confounded factors (as can be seen in Table 4.5);
however, the always-significant factors that remained into Model 2 were consistent
across all orders. Table 4.5 shows that without the incorporation of the antecedent
factors, all propensity factors, other than motivation, are significantly predictive. This is
the same as with WP set-up; however, once antecedent factors were incorporated, ESL
fell out of significance and unlike with WP set-up, no antecedent factors proved
significant once all factors were accounted for.
Table 4.5
Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Word Problem
Correctness Using Order 2: Propensity then Antecedent (N = 121)
Variable
Propensity
ESL
Anxiety
Motivation
Self-Regulation
Calculation
Antecedent
Gender
Race
Mother Education
University
R2
Change in R2
F for change in R2
Note: *p < .05. **p

B
-0.94
-0.05
0.00
0.02
0.23

Model 1
SE B
βeta
0.34
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.04

-0.21
-0.18
0.00
0.25
0.42

t-value
-2.81**
-2.11*
-0.05
3.58**
5.60**

.462
.462
19.715**

B

Model 2
SE B
βeta

t-value

-0.58
-0.06
0.00
0.02
0.21

0.37
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.04

-0.13
-0.19
0.01
0.20
0.38

-1.59
-2.14*
0.07
2.79**
5.01**

-0.10
0.35
0.05
0.50

0.29
0.28
0.06
0.32

-0.03
0.09
0.07
0.14

-0.35
1.26
0.86
1.56

.494
.033
1.789

< .01.

Collectively, the antecedent and propensity factors accounted for a total of 49.4%
of the variance of word problem correctness. The varying orders in which the factors
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were run shows that despite order, propensity factors account for the highest variance
ranging from 29.2 – 46.2%, followed by antecedent factors ranging from 3.3 – 20.2%.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
The primary purpose of the current study was to identify the factors that predicted
WP success amongst College Algebra students with regard to systems of equations. The
literature was consulted and the factors organized using the Opportunity-Propensity (O-P)
model to better understand the factors associated with WP success and consider the
amount of variance accounted for by different categories of factors. The O-P model
suggests that students are more likely to attain a high level of skill in a content area when
they have ample opportunities to learn and the propensity to take advantage of the
opportunities presented to them. In addition to these factors, antecedent factors (e.g.,
gender, SES) have been argued to influence the aforementioned opportunity and
propensity of students, sometimes superseding their effects. Mirroring the organization of
Chapter 2 that identified the three categories of O-P factors examined in the present study
and also the organization of Chapter 4 that described analyses that examined the
predictive role of these factors, the present chapter will organize the discussion of results
in a similar manner.
The research questions were: (1) To what extent do antecedent (gender,
race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and university) and propensity factors
(mathematical calculation ability, mathematics anxiety, self-regulation motivation, and
ESL) individually and collectively predict success with systems of equations word
problems in College Algebra students, and (2) How do these factors relate to each other?
The following section discusses the results found from the hierarchical multiple
regressions.
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Significance Patterns for Word Problem Set-Up Predictors
Three patterns of relationships were found between the factors and the later
performance. The first pattern pertains to factors that were not significant predictors in
any model. The second pattern pertains to factors that were significant in early models
but fell out of significance when all factors were incorporated. Finally, the third pattern
pertains to predictors that remained significant throughout all models of the hierarchical
multiple regression (a.k.a. always-significant predictors). In what follows, I discuss the
variables in each of these patterns. Table 5.1 demonstrates the patterns under which each
factor fell.
Table 5.1
Patterns of Factors Related to Word Problem Set-Up

Never Significant
Gender
SES
Motivation

Fell Out of Significance
Race
ESL

Always Significant
University
Anxiety
Self-Regulation
Calculation

The βeta values for the never significant factors ranged from ± .00 to .09 within
both Model 2 parts of the regressions. The βeta values for both factors that fell out of
significance ranged from ± .06 to .10 within Model 2 over the span of both regressions.
These values show that in relation to the never significant factors, the factors that fell out
of significance do not differ much in terms of their relative importance. However, the
βeta values for the always-significant factors ranged from ± .23 to .30 within Model 2
over the span of both regressions. The β values show that in relation to the other two
categories, never significant and fell out of significance, the always-significant predictors
were more important. Specifically, arithmetic ability and homework self-regulation have
the highest βeta values (.30) emphasizing their importance.
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Significance Patterns for Word Problem Correctness Predictors
The same three types of relationships found amongst WP set-up were also found
in WP correctness factors (never significant, fell out of significance, and always
significant); however, some of the factors differed in regards to which category they fall
when it comes to correctly completing the WP. These results are shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2
Patterns of Factors Related to Word Problem Correctness

Never Significant
Gender
SES
Motivation

Fell Out of Significance
Race
ESL
University

Always Significant
Anxiety
Self-Regulation
Calculation

Although prior research has found some of the never significant or fell out of
significant factors to be significant (see particular factors in following sections), few
researchers controlled for calculation or examined the predictors of one set performance
test. Rather, many of the research looks at end of the year achievement versus a topic
specific assessment. Additionally, much of the research examines elementary and
secondary students rather than college level. These populations may produce different
results than an elite university (similar to the universities used in the present study) may.
The βeta values for the never significant factors ranged from ± .01 to .07 within
all Model 2 parts of the regressions. Compared to the following categories, these values
are relatively small. The βeta values for all factors that fell out of significance ranged
from ± .09 to .14 within Model 2 over the span of both regressions. The βeta values
show that in relation to the never significant factors, the factors that fell out of
significance were more important for predicting performance. The βeta values for the
always-significant predictors ranged from ± .19 to .38 within Model 2 over the span of
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both regressions. The β values show that in relation to the other two categories (i.e.,
never significant and fell out of significance) the consistently significant predictors were
more important for explaining performance.
Given this overall pattern of results, it is useful to compare the present results to
those summarized in Chapter 2. For rhetorical purposes and consistency with prior
chapters, the factors are discussed according to their category in the O-P framework.
Antecedent Factors
Gender
As can be seen in Table 5.1, gender fell into the category of never significant for
both set-up and correctness. With respect to gender, the current findings are in line with
other research reviewed in Chapter 2 that indicates that there is no statistical gender
difference in mathematics performance particularly when accounting for other factors
(e.g., Cheema & Galluzzo, 2013; Else-Quest, Hyde, & Linn, 2010; Lindberg & Linn,
2010). The findings suggest that WP set-up does not vary based on gender. The results
align with the generalized findings in the field suggesting it is unlikely for these findings
to change with a larger sample.
The findings suggest that when it comes to setting-up and completing system of
equations WPs, males do not necessarily have a significant advantage over females. It is
not one’s gender per se that matters; rather, it is the prerequisite skills and motivation that
one brings to courses that really matters. Given that these propensity factors determine
success in these courses, however, it will be important in future studies to determine why
a gender difference exists in propensity factors (e.g., anxiety) in order to eliminate this
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difference and thereby ensure that females are more successful in their college
mathematics courses.
Race/Ethnicity
Race/ethnicity proved initially significant but fell out in both instances, set-up and
correctness. These findings demonstrate how race/ethnicity can seem significant when
other factors are not included. The results are in line with the research showing that
underrepresented minorities underperform in comparison to their White and Asian
counterparts when other factors are not considered (e.g., Steele and Aronson, 1995). In
mathematics, specifically, national studies show that Black and Hispanic students do not
perform as well (Campbell, Reese, O’Sullivan, & Dossey, 1996). The results from the
current study are in line with these findings. Black, Hispanic, and Other racial groups
made up the underrepresented minority group and were shown to underperform in
comparison to their White and Asian counterparts when it came to setting up and
correctly completing the WPs even after controls.
Race/ethnicity dropped out of significance in both cases and did not account for a
large part of the variance. Antecedent factors as a whole accounted for less than 28% of
the variance at their maximum when it came to correctness and as little as 3.3%. This is
consistent with Byrnes’ research that showed ethnicity accounted for little of the variance
when other factors were controlled for (Byrnes & Miller, 2007). These findings suggest
that although race/ethnicity was found to be a significant negative predictor of WP
success initially, it is not as important a predictor as were others (e.g., arithmetic ability
or homework self-regulation, to be discussed later). The small but significant predictive
nature of racial group dropped out and could be a result of something as common as
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environmental stereotype threat. Moreover, one goal of the O-P framework is to continue
to identify authentic predictors that explain why variables such as race are predictive. It
could be the case that when factors such as family income and stereotype threat are
introduced in future studies, that the category of racial group will account for even less
variance. The findings also show that national reports that merely report racial
differences are misleading and can lead to misinterpretations.
Socioeconomic Status
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show SES to have been never significant amongst WP set-up
and correctness. SES demonstrated a medium positive correlation to WP correctness (see
correlation table), as well as a positive predictive relationship (Table 4.4) but not
significant ones. The positive β suggests that students from higher SES homes were
predicted to correctly set-up and complete the WPs presented but not at a significant
level.
Race is known to drop out to non-significance when SES is accounted for.
Although SES was found to have a significant positive correlation with WP set-up and
correctness (see Table 4.1), consistent with other research (e.g., Byrnes, 2003; Byrnes &
Wasik, 2009; Coe, Peterson, Blair, Schutten, & Peddie, 2013; Entwisle & Alexander,
1992; Haveman & Wolfe, 1995; Klebanov, Brooks-Gunn, & Duncan, 1994; Sirin, 2005;
Smith, Brooks-Gunn, & Klebanov, 1997; Stevenson, Chen, & Uttal, 1990) it was not
found to be a significant predictor in final models of the present study. These findings
suggest that although SES is correlated with the later performance it is not uniquely
predictive when other factors are controlled. Controlling for SES has been found to
reduce the effects of race/ethnicity in past studies (e.g., Byrnes, 2003; Byrnes & Wasik,
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2009; Entwisle & Alexander, 1992) showing that race is not predictive of mathematics
performance when SES is controlled for. Other findings suggest that SES is a positive
predictor of mathematics performance over race/ethnicity. This was not found in the
current study. Race was found to predict WP set-up and correctness initially with White
and Asian students outperforming the underrepresented minorities but not when
propensity factors were included.
Mother education is considered an acceptable measure for SES so it is unlikely
that the measure caused a problem. It is possible that other studies did not take enough
factors into account and when opportunity and propensity factors are included, SES is no
longer predictive. Alternatively, the order in which the factors were entered may have
confounded some pieces. For example, SES may have a different linear connection to
arithmetic, in which case, a structural equation model may reveal a different relationship
as opposed to entering SES and race simultaneously. In other words, perhaps SES might
have an indirect relationship to success via propensity variables such as arithmetic. This
should be investigated in future studies. It may also be the case that in order for SES to
have an appreciable association that the outcome variable be a comprehensive measure of
performance rather than a single topic. Finally, it may also be the case that SES is a
stronger predictor for younger children with a wider range of performance levels. College
students may represent a select group of students in the upper income ranges.
University
The University variable changed from being an always-significant predictor in
WP set-up to falling out in WP correctness. The coefficient for Urban University
remained significant in the final model for WP set-up after controls. This effect was not
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observed in the second regression analyses for WP correctness. Although there was an
attempt to account for as many antecedent factors as possible, the fact the University
persisted as a significant predictor anywhere shows that certain antecedent or propensity
factors were not examined in the present study.
Students from Urban University performed better than students from State
University but only when antecedent and propensity factors were not included. This
means that it was not the university per se that created a difference; rather, it was the
family background, skills, and motivations that students brought to these courses that
matter. As was shown in Chapter 3, the Urban University students possessed higher
levels of calculation ability, were from higher SES, as well as higher levels in a multitude
of characteristics. It is expected that the students in the Urban University group would do
better. Nevertheless, the effect of instruction cannot be ruled out due to the fact that it is
impossible to be sure that instruction was identical when taught by two different
instructors. Therefore, additional research is needed to look into additional antecedent
factors as well as instructional differences to investigate as to whether it was prior
knowledge, environment, exposure, technique, etc., that improved student success. The
one group had limited exposure to equations earlier in the semester and also had
instruction spread across three classes instead of two. Varying such dimensions in future
studies will help to tease out why the University variable was associated with better
performance after controls.
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Propensity Factors
ESL
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that ESL, with regards to both WP set-up and
correctness, presented as a negative predictor when only propensity factors were entered
but dropped out of significance when antecedent factors were controlled for. This means
it was not English language per se that was the reason for lower performance; rather, it
must be that ESL students had lower calculation scores, lower self-regulation scores, or
higher anxiety. Students were asked whether English was their first language or not;
however, they were not asked about their time spent speaking English or their fluency.
Additionally, reading comprehension was not included in the current study due to
unacceptable measures. Were reading comprehension to be included as a factor it would
be more clear as to the connection ESL has to student reading ability in English.
Although the current study yields informative results as to the connection ESL has to WP
performance, further investigation is needed to clarify the pattern of results.
Anxiety
As seen in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, anxiety was an always-significant predictor with
respect to WP set-up and correctness. Anxiety was found to be negatively correlated
with WP set-up, in line with other research (Andrews & Brown; 2015; Hembree, 1990)
and it was found to be an always-significant predictor that remained significant after
controls. The effect of anxiety is known to be connected to a variety of other factors as is
shown by its correlation to many of the factors used. The negative predictive power of
anxiety on WP set-up and correctness demonstrates that students with high anxiety
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underperform in relation to those students with low anxiety. These results highlight the
destructive power anxiety has on student mathematical performance.
Motivation
Motivation, as a whole, proved a never significant predictor for both set-up and
correctness. Although motivation was positively correlated to calculation ability, it was
not correlated to WP set-up or correctness, contrary to some research that has found
motivation to have a positive correlation to mathematical performance (e.g., Meece,
Wigfield, & Eccles, 1990; Gasco & Villarroel, 2014), suggesting the students with higher
mathematics self-efficacy do better in mathematics. Other findings, combined with those
of the current study, show a clear need for more exploration into the phrasing of selfreport motivation questions and the topic specificity. However, some research has found
a diminished effect from motivation on mathematics performance (e.g., Areepattamannil
& Freeman, 2008; Halawah, 2006). Other studies demonstrate no predictive relationship
between motivation and performance (Gagne & St. Pere, 2002). Finally, according to
Hannula (2006) the topic of motivation in mathematics is one that has taken a back seat
in recent years. In order to gain a better understanding of the effects of different
motivation constructs on specific mathematics performance, additional research is
warranted. It cannot be ruled out that the creation of a composite score as a strategy for
dealing with lower power could be responsible for the low predictive power of
motivation in the present study. But it is also the case that the composite motivation
variable was highly related to anxiety (r = -.55) so it did not add any unique information
to the predictive pattern. Students who were low on anxiety also had a strong tendency to
feel efficacious, set appropriate goals, and so on (and vice versa). Further research is
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needed to examine the relationships among motivation, anxiety, and math performance.
Other researchers who found a relationship for motivation may have not controlled for
anxiety.
Self-Regulation
Self-regulation was positively correlated to the later performance indicating that
students with high self-regulatory behavior performed better on the WP assessment.
Self-regulation was an always-significant predictor for both (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2).
This means that students who are self-regulated enough to do their homework and persist
until the correct answer is found, as well as have the ability to correctly do arithmetic are
predicted to correctly set-up system of equations WPs using the requisite equations.
Self-regulation is known to be a strong predictor of mathematics performance
(Bull, Espy, & Wiebe, 2008; Cameron et al., 2012; Carlson, Rowe, & Curby, 2013;
Grissmer et al., 2010). The current findings are in line with the literature in regards to
homework self-regulation. This suggests that students who are self-regulated in that they
complete the homework and persist until they reach a higher grade are predicted to do
better in WP solving with systems of equations. One way to interpret the finding for selfregulation is to say that a student who did the homework and persisted through to find the
correct answer also persisted through the WPs to find the correct solution. Or, it could be
that students who did the homework practiced more and gained more knowledge; these
students in turn had the ability to perform well when presented with word problems.
Working Memory
Working memory, was not correlated to any other factors nor was it a predictor at
any stage; for this reason it was not included in the final set of factors. Working memory
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has been found to be a significant predictor of mathematics performance (e.g., Lee, Ng,
& Ng, 2009), especially when students are required to do mental math or hold certain
pieces of information in their heads. The internal consistency of the working memory
measure was deemed acceptable in the current study. Fidelity issues could have tainted
working memory scores though, as it was the only unsupervised measure. Students may
have written down the numbers presented on the screen when completing the measure.
Additionally, the fact that students had ample space to write down anything and
everything necessary for the later performance measure may have deemed working
memory an insignificant for the completion of the task. In a repeat of the current study,
the working memory measure could be done in person as a class with the numbers
projected onto a screen. This would eliminate the fidelity problems and allow more
accurate data to find out if working memory is truly not predictive or if the data was
corrupt.
Reading Comprehension
Reading comprehension is known to account for a large amount of the variance as
seen in past studies (e.g., Korhonen, Linnanmäki, & Aunio, 2012; Larwin, 2010;
Majumder, 2003); however, in the current study it fell into the never significant category
for both WP set-up and correctness in early analyses and was thus dropped from the
factors used. Prior research suggests that students with higher reading comprehension are
predicted to do better on mathematics tasks; however, reading comprehension was not
found significant for either set-up or correctness in the current study at any stage. This
may be due to a variety of limitations in the case of the reading comprehension measure
used. The reading comprehension measure used was a portion of a retired/practice SAT
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reading comprehension test. Due to time constraints, only a portion of the test was used.
Although this should have been an acceptable measure, its brevity could be the reason
why it failed to predict. The reading comprehension measure used did not correlate to to
students’ known SAT scores. Due to policy changes at one of the universities where the
study was conducted, not all students had SAT scores making SAT score an impossible
replacement for reading comprehension score. Finally, students may not have been
motivated to accurately answer the questions. It cannot be concluded that reading
comprehension is not predictive of WP success but rather a better reading comprehension
measure is necessary for future research to better assess reading comprehension.
Calculations
Calculation ability proved to be a positive predictor of WP set-up and correctness
(always significant) with a relatively large β value. These findings, suggesting that WP
success is related to calculation ability, are in line with some research (Carpenter, Corbitt,
Kepner, Lindquist, & Reys, 1980) and contradictory to others (e.g., Carraher, Carraher, &
Schliemann, 1985; Carraher & Schliemann, 1985; Nathan & Koedinger, 2000, 2004) as
there is an ongoing debate regarding the relationship between symbolic mathematics and
WPs. The current results that deem calculation ability as a positive predictor of WP setup and correctness suggest a need for students to possess a strong foundational
mathematics background prior to the use of more complicated WPs.
Limitations
There are four potential limitation of the present study that could affect the
interpretation of the findings. First, some measures were deemed faulty due to
unacceptable internal consistency (reading comprehension measure) or the possibility
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that students did not follow directions (working memory). Thus, problems with these
measures could be the reason why they were not found to be predictive. Again, additional
multivariate studies with better measures of these variables are needed before any
conclusions can be drawn about whether or not reading ability or working memory are
unimportant to algebra word problem success. Second, certain factors were unable to be
included due to constraints imposed at the research settings (instruction and other
opportunity factors) so that the O-P model could not be fully tested. This inability to
include all aspects of the O-P model resulted in an incomplete picture of WP success.
Additionally, the fact that many of the students were unable to finish the six word
problems within the 55-minute time limit may have affected the relationship between the
potential predictive factors and the later performance. It is unknown how the results
would have differed if the students had fewer problems; however, this is reminiscent of
how many students feel when completing mathematics assessments (i.e., restricted on
time), so this part of the study has considerable ecological validity. Finally, structural
equation model analyses serve as a better form of analysis in order to gain a more in
depth understanding of the relationships between the factors and on the later performance
using a larger variety of variations and ability to examine indirect, mediating, and
moderating relationships
Implications
Due to the aforementioned limitations it is clear that additional studies must be
conducted with improved measures for reading comprehension and working memory in
order to include those factors in the analyses before definitive implications can be drawn.
Additional studies including opportunity factors would also allow for a more well
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rounded assessment of the factors effecting WP performance. That being said, if
additional studies with improved measures were to show calculation ability, selfregulation, anxiety, and anxiety to be predictors, these findings suggest that steps can be
taken within education to improve student WP performance. At the college level,
students could be pretested for computational understanding and receive supplemental
help to get them up to speed prior to WP sections. In earlier grades, teachers could focus
more on the instruction and understanding of foundational arithmetic and algebraic
computation to improve students’ later performance.
Were self-regulation as determined by homework to persist as a predictor in
follow up studies, steps could be taken in earlier grades to help students to recognize the
importance of completing homework. Whether and how instructors could improve
student self-regulation is another study in and of itself. Finally, steps to decrease student
anxiety could be made in class by the instructor. A variety of breathing techniques can
be employed by individuals with anxiety disorders or instructors could experiment with
various ways of assessing students to alleviate the anxiety and ease students in to
traditional testing environments. But anxiety develops from years of experience in
classrooms and the consequences imposed for lower performance by parents and
teachers. Students feel anxious when they feel they cannot succeed and are worried
about the consequences. Better differentiated instruction and the creation of learning
environments where errors and mistakes are considered normal could help reduce the
level of anxiety in students. The implications of the current and future studies could
change the way the WPs are approached as early as elementary school.
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Suggestions for Future Research
The results of the current study serve as the beginning of an exploration into the
factors related to WP success; however, due to the limitations listed above, firm
generalizations cannot be made from the current study. Additional research is needed in
order to understand further the factors that influence student performance on algebraic
WPs. In order to eventually create interventions to address the WP deficit in the United
States, a clear understanding of the problem is necessary and, thus, further research to
obtain the understanding.
Future research can go in many directions; however, the current study along with
prior research (Korhonen, Linnanmäki, & Aunio, 2012) suggest a need for further
research into the various propensity factors related to mathematics performance. The
current study suggests propensity factors have a larger impact on student WP
performance than did opportunity or antecedent factors. Additionally, propensity factors
such as arithmetic ability, self-efficacy, self-regulation, or anxiety are aspects that could
potentially be addressed within the classroom. Before interventions can be created to
address the current national deficit in mathematics additional exploratory studies must be
conducted to gain a better understanding of the relationships of these factors of WP
success. For example, future studies at a university that requires SAT scores could allow
for a better examination of reading comprehension on WP success. Otherwise, a better
reading comprehension measure such as a measure that asks students to read a passage
and match it to a corresponding picture may allow for better understanding of how
reading comprehension impacts WP solving. Given the large number of studies showing
the predictive role for WM in math performance (Raghubar, Barnes & Hecht, 2010),
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additional studies adding WM to the mix of significant factors revealed in the present
study are clearly needed. Additionally, a structural equation model could potentially
allow for greater understanding of the relationships between the factors themselves.
The successful completion of College Algebra in order to obtain a college degree
continues. WPs continue to be a major topic covered in College Algebra that causes
problems for students and may contribute to their failure of the course and eventual
college major change. Therefore, there continues to be a need for more research in the
College Algebra area, specifically in the realm of WPs.
Conclusion
The current study attempted to gain a better understanding of the factors related to
algebraic WP success through systems of equations in College Algebra. Through
correlations and hierarchical multiple regression, calculation ability, homework selfregulation, and anxiety, specifically, were found to be substantial predictors. Although
other well-known predictors did not prove significant potentially due to faulty measures,
the current study acts as a springboard into additional future research. More research
needs to be conducted to gain better insight into what factors truly effect student WP
success and to what extend in order to retain STEM majors and increase students
pursuing STEM careers.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A
CONSENT FORM
Title of research: The Problem with Word Problems: An Exploratory Study of Factors
Related to Algebraic Word Problem Success
Investigator and Department: Jim Byrnes and Abbey Auxter, Department of Education:
Teaching and Learning
Why am I being invited to take part in this research?
You are invited to take part in this study because you are enrolled in either a College
Algebra 1 or 2 course at your university/college.
What should I know about this research?
 The research will be explained to you by one of the investigators.
 The decision to take part in the study is entirely yours.
 You may choose to not to take part.
 You may agree to take part initially and later change your mind.
 Your decision will not be held against you.
 You may ask any and all questions you like before you make a decision.
Who can I talk to about this research?
If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, or think the research has hurt you, contact
the research team at abbey.auxter@temple.edu or 1301 Cecil B. Moore Avenue Ritter
Hall 470 Philadelphia, PA 19122-6091 or (215) 204 - 8076.
This research has been reviewed and approved by an Institutional Review Board. You
may talk to them at (215) 707-3390 or e-mail them at: irb@temple.edu for any of the
following:






Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the research
team.
You cannot reach the research team.
You want to talk to someone besides the research team.
You have questions about your rights as a research subject.
You want to get information or provide input about this research.

Why is this research being done?
This research is being conducted in order to better understand what effects a college
student’s success in algebraic word problems.
How long will I be in this research?
We expect that you will be in this research for two to four weeks.
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What happens if I agree to be in this research?
All students in the class will complete all assignments and tasks as part of the course. By
agreeing to participate in the study, you are allowing the research team to use your work
as data.
What happens to the information collected for this research?
To the extent allowed by law, we limit the viewing of your personal information to
people who have to review it. We cannot promise complete secrecy. The IRB and Temple
University may inspect and copy your information.
What else do I need to know about this research?
You will be asked to complete five optional tasks (calculation quiz, reading
comprehension quiz, survey, working memory battery, and demographic survey) both in
and out of class. The completion of these tasks will make up 10 of the 20 points of
participation in the course. If you choose not to complete any of the five tasks, you must
notify the instructor and s/he will give you an alternate assignment to count as the
contribution to participation.
The course instructor will have access to your responses; however, s/he will only grade
for completion. If you opt out of completing the tasks, and do not complete the alternate
assignment you will not get the participation points; however, if you do complete the
alternate assignment, there will be no negative effect to your grade.
Signature Block for Adult Subject Capable of Consent
Your signature documents your permission to take part in this research.

Signature of subject

Date

Printed name of subject

Signature of person obtaining consent

Printed name of person obtaining consent

Date
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APPENDIX B
MOTIVATION, ANXIETY, AND SELF-REGULATION SURVEY (MASS)
The following questions ask you to rate on a scale some of your feelings towards mathematics.
Answer each question by circling the number that best describes your particular feeling. There are
no “right” or “wrong” answers, only answers that are most true for you.

1. In general, I find math assignments:
Very Boring

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very Interesting

2. How good in math are you?
Not at all
Good

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very Good

3. When someone asks you questions to find out how much you know about
mathematics, how much do you worry that you will do poorly?
Not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very Much

4. When I run into difficulty doing a math problem, I go back and work out where I went
wrong.

Not at all True

1

2

3

4

5 Very True

5. My aim is to completely master the material presented in this class.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree

6. My aim is to perform well relative to other students.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree

7. How well would you expect to do in math this semester?
Not at all
Good

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very Good
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8. When I am taking a math test, I usually feel:
Not at all
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
nervous or
uneasy

Very nervous
and uneasy

9. When other students are distracting me in math class, I often find a way to keep
concentrating on my work.

Not at all True

1

2

3

4

5 Very True

10. My aim is to avoid learning less than I possibly could.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree

11. Compared to other subjects, how good at math are you?
Much worse

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Much better

12. Compared to other subjects, how important is it to you to be good at
mathematics?
Not at all
important

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very important

13. When I notice that I haven’t been listening to my math teacher, I try to concentrate
harder.

Not at all True

1

2

3

4

5 Very True

14. How much do you like mathematics?
Not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very much

15. How good would you be at learning something new in mathematics?
Not at all
Good

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very Good
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16. My goal is to learn as much as possible.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree

17. My goal is to avoid learning less than it is possible to learn.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree

18. Taking math tests scare me.
I never feel
this way

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I very often feel
this way

3

4

5

6

7

I very often feel
this way

19. I dread having to do math.
I never feel
this way

1

2

20. In general, how useful is what you learn in math?
Not at all
Useful

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very useful

21. Compared to other students, how good at math are you?
Much worse
than other
students

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Much better than
other students

22. I am striving to avoid an incomplete understanding of the course material.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree

23. My aim is to avoid doing worse than other students.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree
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24. For me, being good at math is:
Not at all
important

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very important

25. Compared to most of your other activities and classes, how useful is what you
have learned about mathematics?
Not at all
useful

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very useful

26. It is very important for me to get good grades in math.
I never feel
this way

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I very often feel
this way

27. The topics in this class are important to my career.
Not at all
important

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very important

28. I am striving to understand the content of this course as thoroughly as possible.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree

29. I am striving to do well compared to other students.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree

30. Before I begin my math work, I think about the things I will need to do.

Not at all True

1

2

3

4

5 Very True

31. When I’m working on a math problem, I think about whether I understand what I’m
doing.

Not at all True

1

2

3

4

5 Very True
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32. My goal is to perform better than other students.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree

33. When I finish my math work, I check it to make sure it’s done correctly.

Not at all True

1

2

3

4

5 Very True

34. I am striving to avoid performing worse than others.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree

35. My goal is to avoid performing poorly compared to others.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree

36. Realizing that I have to take College Algebra classes to fill the requirements in
my major makes me feel:
Not at all1234567Very nervous
nervous or and uneasy
uneasy

37. Totaling a dinner bill that I think overcharged me makes me feel:
Not at all1234567Very nervous
nervous or and uneasy
uneasy

38. I like doing application problems more than traditional calculations math problems.

Not at all True

1

2

3

4

5 Very True

39. Without actually solving it, how confident are you that you can solve the following
problem?

4𝑥 + 3 = 6𝑥 + 9
Not at all 1
Confident

2

3

4

5 Very Confident
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40. Without actually solving it, how confident are you that you can solve the following
problem?
Two small pitchers and one large pitcher can hold 8 cups of water. One large pitcher
minus one small pitcher constitutes 2 cups of water. How many cups of water can each
pitcher hold?

Not at all 1
Confident

2

3

4

5 Very Confident

41. I find word problems interesting.

Not at all True

1

2

3

4

5 Very True

42. I think being able to solve word problems is important to my career/daily life.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5 Strongly Agree
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APPENDIX C
CALCULATION PRE-TEST

MATHEMATICS REVIEW QUIZ FOR STATE
UNIVERSITY MATH XXX
This test is designed to measure your present level of proficiency in elementary
arithmetic and algebra. Your scores will be used for preliminary mathematical knowledge
purposes for the instructor.
INSTRUCTIONS
USE A #2 PENCIL. RECORD YOUR RESPONSE CHOICES ON THE SEPARATE ANSWER
SHEET. USE THE BOOKLET TO SHOW YOUR WORK.
Read the instructions on the answer sheet. Enter your NAME in the identification section of the answer
sheet. An incomplete or incorrect input of your name will jeopardize the reporting of your test scores.
In the “OPTIONAL CODES” section in the upper right corner of the identification section on the answer
sheet, copy 01 15 01 15. Blacken the corresponding circle beneath each box. Failure to copy this number
properly may result in the incorrect scoring of your answer sheet.
For each of the 50 questions, blacken one answer (A B C D or E) in the appropriate circle on the answer
sheet. Each question has only one correct answer; if you mark two answers, the item will be scored as
incorrect. Be sure that the questions number on the answer sheet corresponds to the question number in
the test book.
If you wish to change your answer, erase the pencil mark completely before marking the new answer.
Some of the test items may seem difficult and some may be from areas you have not studied recently. If
an item appears to be too difficult, go on to the next one; return to the difficult items after answering all
the other items.
Try to answer all questions. There is no penalty for guessing.
MAKE ALL MARKS IN THIS TEST BOOK. Use no scratch paper to work out the problems. Do
scratch work in the test book.
You will have 45 minutes to complete this test.

OPEN THE TEST BOOK AND BEGIN TO WORK ONLY WHEN TOLD TO DO SO.
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1. Subtract: 573.41 – 68.569 =
(A) 504.941

2

3

5

8

5. Add: + =
31

(B) 504.943

(A) 40

(C) 504.841

(B) 13

(D) 110.72

(C) 8

5

(E) None of these

1
6

(D) 40
(E) none of these

2. Divide: 512 ÷ 0.8

6. Multiply: −3(−8) =

(A) 640

(A) -5

(B) 64

(B) 5

(C) 6.4

(C) -24

(D) 63

(D) 24

(E) None of these

(E) None of these

3. Add: 25 + (−37) =

7. Multiply: 2 3 × 3 4 =

(A) 12

2

3

5

(B) -12

(A) 5 7

(C) 62

(B) 6 2

(D) -62

(C) 10

(E) None of these

(D) 1 12

1

1

(E) None of these
4. Multiply: 32.6 × 0.047 =
(A) 15.322
(B) 153.22
(C) 1.5346
(D) 153.46
(E) None of these
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2

7

5

10

8. Subtract: 13 − 3

=

11. Subtract: (−27) − (+58) =
(A) −85

1

(A) 9 10

(B) 85

7

(B) 9 10

(C) −31

7

(D) 31

1

(E) None of these

(C) 10 10
(D) 10 10
(E) None of these

5

10

7

11

9. Divide: ÷

=

12. Divide: 14 ÷ (−42) =
1

70

(A) 3

50

(B) − 3

14

(C) 3

(A) 55
(B) 77
(C) 11
11

(D) 14

1

(D) −3
(E) None of these

(E) None of these

10. Express 0.356 as a percent.

13. 6(2 − 5) + 30 =

(A) 3.56 %

(A) 42

(B) 35.6 %

(B) −42

(C) 356 %

(C) 12

(D) 35 %

(D) −12

(E) None of these

(E) None of these
14. (−6)2 =
(A) 36
(B) −36
(C) 12
(D) −12
(E) None of these
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15. −17 + ________ = 0
(A) 17

2

19. ∗ __________ = 1
3

3

(B) −17

(A) 2
2

(B) 3

(C) 0
1

3

(D) − 17

(C) − 2

(E) None of these

(D) − 3

2

(E) 1
16. If 4𝑥 + 3 = 6𝑥 + 9 , then 𝑥 =
(A) 3
(B) −3
(C) 6
(D) −6
(E) None of these

17. 7 − (6 − (5 − 4)) =

20. __________ − 9 = 6

(A) −6

(A) −3

(B) −2

(B) 3

(C) 0

(C) −15

(D) 4

(D) 15

(E) None of these

(E) None of these

18. 4 + __________ = 12
(A) 16
(B) 12
(C) 8
(D) 4
(E) None of these
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21. Evaluate: 3𝑥 + 7 − 4𝑦 − 2 if 𝑥 = 5

24. Express 3𝑥 − 4 in terms of 𝑎,

and 𝑦 = 2

if 𝑥 = 2𝑎 + 5

(A) 12

(A) 2𝑎 + 5

(B) 11

(B) 2𝑎 + 1

(C) 6

(C) 6𝑎 + 1

(D) −9

(D) 6𝑎 + 11

(E) None of these

(E) None of these

22. Solve for 𝑥:

25. Simplify: 8𝑥 + 7𝑦 − 3 + 4𝑦 − 6𝑥 −

𝑥 + 2𝑦 = 8

9=

3𝑥 − 2𝑦 = −1
7

(A) −2𝑥 + 11𝑦 − 6
(B) −2𝑥 + 11𝑦 − 12

(A) 𝑥 = 4
7

(B) 𝑥 = − 4
(C) 𝑥 = 3

(C) 2𝑥 + 11𝑦 − 6
(D) 2𝑥 + 11𝑦 − 12
(E) None of these

(D) 𝑥 = −3
(E) None of these
23. −2(3𝑥 − 5)
(A) −6𝑥 − 10
(B) 6𝑥 − 10
(C) −6𝑥 + 10
(D) −6𝑥 − 5
(E) −5𝑥 − 7

STOP: Check your answers. Review your
answer sheet to insure that each mark is dark
and completely fills the answer circle.
Completely erase any errors or stray marks on
the answer sheet.
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APPENDIX D
READING COMPREHENSION
Passage Based Reading
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The authors of both passages describe
(A) a young person's sense of wonder at first seeing a play
(B) a young person's desire to become a playwright
(C) the similarities between plays and other art forms
(D) how one's perception of the theater may develop over time
(E) the experience of reading a play and then seeing it performed
The "happenings" mentioned in line 17 refer to the
(A) work undertaken to produce a movie
(B) events occurring in the street outside the theater
(C) fantasies imagined by a child
(D) activity captured on the movie screen
(E) story unfolding on the stage
In the final sentence of Passage 2 ("I thought... in me"), the author expresses
(A) exultation
(B) vindication
(C) pleasure
(D) regret
(E) guilt
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Sentence completion
Because King Philip's desire to make Spain the dominant power in sixteenth-century Europe ran
counter to Queen Elizabeth's insistence on autonomy for England, ------- was -------.
(A) reconciliation . . assured
(B) warfare . . avoidable
(C) ruination . . impossible
(D) conflict . . inevitable
(E) diplomacy . . simple
A discerning publishing agent can ------- promising material from a mass of submissions,
separating the good from the bad.
(A) supplant
(B) dramatize
(C) finagle
(D) winnow
(E) overhaul
Although some think the terms "bug" and "insect" are ------- , the former term actually refers to ------group of insects.
(A) parallel . . an identical
(B) precise . . an exact
(C) interchangeable . . a particular
(D) exclusive . . a separate
(E) useful . . a useless
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APPENDIX E
LATER PERFORMANCE WORD PROBLEM TEST
Directions: Read each problem carefully being sure to answer all parts of each question.
Show all work needed for credit. This quiz is worth xx points.

You inherit $5,000 dollars and decide to invest it in two separate accounts. The first pays
6% interest annually, while the second pays 8%. You earn $360 in interest after the first
year. How much money did you invest in each account?

You are mixing a 15% glucose solution with a 35% glucose solution. This mixture
produces 35 liters of 19% glucose solution. How much of each solution are you using to
create the 19% solution?
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You have 25 bills totaling $370. The bills are made up entirely of tens and twenties. How
many of each type of bill do you have?

If you invest $4,500 at 4% interest per year, how much additional money must you invest
at 8% annual interest to ensure that the interest you receive each year is 5% of the total
amount invested?
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You leave home, traveling on I-95 at an average speed of 45 miles per hour. Two hours
later, your friend leaves from the same place and takes I-95, traveling at an average speed
of 60 miles per hour. How long will it take your friend to catch up to you?

You run an event where the admission fee is $3 for kids and $5 for adults. At the end of
the day 2,200 people attended the event. The money collected totals $5,050. How many
children attended and how many adults attended?
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APPENDIX F
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SURVEY
1. Gender:
 Female
 Male
2. Race/Ethnicity: (Please mark all that apply)
 Arab
 Asian
 Pacific Islander
 Black
 Caucasian/White
 Hispanic
 Indigenous or Aboriginal
 Latino
 Multiracial
 Other:_______________
3. What is your mother’s highest level of education achieved?
 Primary School
 10th Grade Secondary School
 12th Grade Secondary School
 GED
 High School Diploma
 Vocational/Trade School
 Some college
 Bachelor’s Degree
 Some Graduate school
 Master’s
 Ph.D/Doctorate
 Other
 I don’t know
4. What is your father’s highest level of education achieved?
 Primary School
 10th Grade Secondary School
 12th Grade Secondary School
 GED
 High School Diploma
 Vocational/Trade School
 Some college
 Bachelor’s Degree
 Some Graduate school
 Master’s
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 Ph.D/Doctorate
 Other
 I don’t know
5. What is your highest reported Math SAT score, to the best of your knowledge?
________
6. What is your highest reported Reading SAT score, to the best of your knowledge?
_____

